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PREFACE

The aim of this Course material is to help the Librarians and in-charge staff of 
DIET libraries. The course material is designed to help for the proper awareness 
regarding the Library Organisation, maintenance and to make them familiar with 
some of the basic library skills and techniques for the systematic arrangement of 
books and retrieval whenever required.

I hope that this material will be of quite useful to the DIET library staff for 
organizing their collection systematically and improve the services of the library 
to help in achieving the objectives of the Institution.

I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to the Principal, RIEM 
for all the necessary encouragement given to me for taking up such a 
programme.

I am highly grateful to Shri. C.V.L. Narashimha Rao, Profl. Assistant of our 
library and team member of the training programme for supporting me in all 
respects and also in the preparation of course material.

I also express my thanks to the Head, Dept. of Extension Education and his 
staff for the administrative support.

I also convey my thanks to Dr. U. Lakshminarayana, Lecturer and to other 
Resource persons who are involved in this training programme.

My sincere thanks to our library staff members who helped me in all possible 
ways to make this venture in to a reality.

S. Nagaraja 
Academic Co-ordinator
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CHAPTER -1

ROLE AND FUNCTIONS OF DIET'S

1.INTRODUCTION:

Since dawn of independence many perplexing problems have been perpetuated 
to accomplish universal primary education. It is envisaged that national development 
is possible by achieving universalization of primary education and eradication of adult 
illiteracy. Since independence efforts are made to improve elementary education 
and to mitigate illiteracy. Literacy percentage has improved from 16.7% in 1951 to 
36.2% in 1981, but still there is a long way to achieve universal literacy. Teacher 
plays a dominant role in accomplishing these educational goals. Education 
commission (1964-66) observed, "of all the factors that influence the quality of
education.....the quality, competence and character of teacher are undoubtedly the
most significant". Competence of teacher is very much depends on the quality of 
training and the support provided to him. Until the adoption of NPE, national and 
state bodies like NCERT, NIEPA and SCERTs are providing academic and resource 
support. Below the state level there are elementary teacher education institutions, 
but their function are confined to pre-service training. Hence NPE envisaged district 
level support system, viz., District Institute of Education and Training (DIETs). 
These Institutions would do better to improve the quality of teacher, as they are 
closer to the field realities.

The purpose of DIETs is, "to provide academic and resource support at the grass 
root level for the success of various strategies and programmes being undertaken in 
the area of elementary and adult education, with the objectives of achieving universal 
primary education and literacy among 15 to 35 age group.

2. ROLE OF DIETS

2.1: DIETs have to play a pace-setting role:

All necessary physical and manpower resources are best provided to DIETs. But 
they'have to tap other available resources in the best possible manner in order to 
achieve excellence in the institution work.

Helping the elementary and adult education system in the district to attain 
excellence is another important role of DIETs. They are expected to be model for 
other educational institution in the district in terms of meticulous, efficient and 
effective planning and execution of functions.

DIETs are a part of a larger strategy to achieve national goals in the area of 
elementary and adult education. Various components of the strategy are inter 
dependent and mutually reinforcing. Hence roles are not viewed in isolation and 
DIETs should discharge their role of implementing and complimenting other parallel 
initiatives.

2.2 Transactional philosophy (Child centered Approach):
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The basic approach and philosophy to be followed by DIETs in their training 
programme is child-centered approach. All programmes of pre-service and in- 
service teacher education and training of AE/NPE personnel in the DIET should be 
designed keeping learner at the centre of teaching-learning process. The 
advantages of the approach are-

• Programmes will be need based.

• Training would get an opportunity to experiment, discover, practice and 
innovate

for themselves.

• Maximum use of local environment.

• Good work done by trainees would be recognized, encouraged, displayed.

• DIETs would adopt the attitude of a "life-long Learner".

2.3 Special target group.

In order to play the role of universalization, DIETs are expected to give primary 
attention to promote education among following groups-

• Girls and women
• Scheduled castes and scheduled tribes
• Minorities
• The handicapped and
• Other educationally disadvantaged groups like working children, slum- 

dweller, inhabitants of hilly, desert and other inaccessible areas etc.,

2.4 Linkage:

Besides "the field" (i.e. elementary schools, school complex, teachers, head 
teacher etc.,) every DIET should establish close linkages with organizations and 
institutions at the national, state and divisional level.

2.4.1 At National Level

NCERT (including RIEs within whose jurisdiction the state falls), NIEPA, Center 
for cultural resources and training (CCRT), Directorate of adult education, Central 
institute of Indian Languages (CIIL) and other premier organization.

2.4.2 At state level: SCERTS, SIET and other state level bodies.

2.4.3At the divisional level

Institute of higher education, secondary teacher education Institution, university 
depts of Education, Institute of Advanced study in education (lASEs) ,NGOs and 
other concerned organization.



3. FUNCTIONS:

Every DIET has three major functions. They are-

• Training (both induction level as well as continuing varieties)
• Resource support (extension/guidance, development of materials, aids, 
evaluation

tools etc.,)
• Action research.

3.1 TRAINING:

The most important function of DIETs is training and orientation of the following 
target groups:

• Elementary school teachers (both pre-service and in-service education)
• Head teacher, Head of school complexes and officers of education Department 

up to block level.
• Instruction and supervision of non-formal and adult education (Induction level 

and continuing Education level)
• Members of District Board of education (DBE) and village Education 

committees (VECs), Community leaders, Youth and other volunteers who wish 
to work for the cause of education.

• Resource persons who conduct suitable programmes for the above mentioned 
target groups at centers other than DIET.

3.2 Resource support:

The second function of DIET is to provide academic and moral support to 
elementary and adult education system in the district by way of -

• Extension activities and interaction with field.
• Resources and learning centers for teachers and instructors
• Development of locally relevant materials, teaching aids, evaluation tools etc.,

and
• Serving as an evaluation center for elementary schools and programmes of

NFE/AE

3.3 Action research:

The third function of the DIET is to provide necessary insights and skills among the 
teachers and supervisors in action research and experimentation in order to equip 
them to deal with specific classroom problems and problems of district in achieving 
the objectives of elementary and adult education.
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4 Structure

In order to under take the above function effectively, every DIETs would need to 
have staff strength in following areas.

• Foundation of Education and pedagogy
• The subject taught at elementary stage, namely, language, mathematics 

environmental studies-social sciences environmental studies-science, work 
experience, art education, health and physical education.

• Non-formal education
• Adult education
• Curriculum, material Development and evaluation.
• In-service programmes, Field interaction and innovation coordination
• Planning and management
• Educational Technology

Hence every DIET consists of seven academic branches. They are-

• Pre-service teacher education (PSTE)
• Work Experience (WE)
• District Resource unit (DRU) for adult and non-formal Education.
• In-service programmes, Field interaction and innovation coordination (IFTC)
• Curriculum, Material Development and Evaluation (CMDE)
• Educational Technology (ET)
• Planning and Management (P&M)

4.1 Pre-service Teacher Education (PSTE)

There will be a regular full time two year teacher training programme for 50 pre
service teachers in every DIET. The curriculum includes-

1) subject content enrichment
2) Postulates of pedagogy
3) Foundation of education
4) Problem of education and
5) Other essential practical work

4.2 Work experience:

Work experience- is an important component of educational process. This branch 
identifies locally relevant work experience areas and works for thin induction in 
elementary schools, NPE/AE centers and in both pre-service and in-service teacher 
training. It also organizes community activities on the campus and outside to 
maintain close liason between the institution and the local community for better 
human relations and utilization of local resources for educational purpose.

4.3 District Resource Unit (DRU)

Primary responsibilities of the branch is to assist in planning, coordinating and 
organizing programmes for adult and non-formal education personnel in the districts. 
It also evaluates and monitor the efficiency of some programmes. This branch will
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develop Instructional and training material relating to adult and non-formal education. 
It will also develop evaluation tools for assessing the efficiency of programmes and 
will arrange media support for successful execution of the programmes.

4.4 In-service programme, field interaction and innovation coordination (IFFIC)

Education is life long process, so is teacher education. Continuous in-service 
education of teacher is, therefore, necessary not only to keep the teacher up-to-date 
in terms of content enrichment and professional proficiency but also with regard to 
changes taking place in social, scientific and technological fields. Thus, the DIET will 
regularly organise in-service teacher orientation programmes for teacher in such a 
way as to help them come up to the changing demands of the profession and refresh 
them in professional matters every five year. The content of this orientation will 
include acquaintance with:

• Innovations in elementary Education and elementary teacher training:
• Developments in science, technology and other subject fields having direct 

bearing and role and responsibilities of elementary teacher: and
• Techniques and trends for building healthy community relationships within the 

institution and with the outside community. The refresher training orientation in 
content methodology, innovations etc., will be of a minimum duration of two to 
three weeks. This will also include orienting the teacher about interaction with 
field to identify specific problems and to device their solution through action 
research and experimentation as the case may be, besides acquainting with 
techniques and methods of collecting and using information about worthwhile 
field experiences, critical incidents, success stories, etc.,

4.5 Curriculum, Material Development And Evaluation:

The role and responsibility of this branch is to develop learning materials and 
curriculum for elementary teacher education, Adult education, and non-formal 
education as per local needs, Environment and circumstances: and to develop 
different evaluation tools, techniques, guidelines, including achievement tests, 
question banks, writing skills, observation schedules etc., for continuous and 
summative learning evaluation.

4.6 Educational Technology:

Educational technology plays a very vital role in effective teaching and learning.
Therefore, in this age of technological and scientific advancement, it becomes one of 
the primary functions of this branch to:

• Equip the institute with variety of educational gadgets for enriching the quality of 
education and teacher training;

• Develop different programmes of media intervention as input of quality schooling: 
and

• Prepare teaching learning materials for pre-service and in-service teacher training 
and NFE/AE workers.

This branch will prepare low cost teaching aids like wall magazines, charts, 
diagrams, models, photographs, slides, audio tapes, scrap books, source materials 
etc., for use in elementary and non-formal education. It will also provide training to 
teacher for using technology in the teaching learning process and arrange visits to
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media institution for obtaining first hand acquaintance with media tools and gadgets 
and their use for educational ends.

4.7 Planning and management (P&M)

Planning and management as an extremely crucial place in the functioning, 
growth and development of an institute. This unit of DIET play the role of a nodal 
agency for assessing, planning, advising, and meeting overall educational needs and 
aspirations of the district covering primary education, NFE/AE to realise the ends of 
"education for all"_and of quality schooling. It will maintain as appropriate database 
for the district and strive to constantly improve its development profile. Its top priority 
will be on realizing the target of universalization of elementary education. It will 
provide technical assistance in areas like school mapping, micro-planning for specific 
local areas, school complexes, institutional planning and also act as a district agency 
arranging all types of educational programmes with active community involvement 
and participation.

5. MEASURE TO IMPROVE FUNCTIONING:

In order to improve functioning of the DIET following measures are suggested.

• Establish close cooperation and continuing dialogue with the field to utilize the 
local resources.

• Organize regular meetings of field functionaries.
• Maintain relationship within the institute and with other institutions in the district, 

state and national level.
• Prepare a long-term time schedule for activities and programms.
• Undertake micro planning, field studies and action research to tackle specific 

problems.
• Promote innovations in methodology of teaching, revision of curriculum, 

textbooks and teaching materials.
• Devise strategies for accomplishing minimum level of learning.
• Organise mass-literacy programmes with the help of VECs and NLM.
• Develop library with variety of books periodicals, magazines etc.,
• Utilize both electronic and print media to accomplish.
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CHAPTER-2

ORGANISATION OF DIET LIBRARIES

I. INTRODUCTION:

The organization of a library means procurement and arrangement of reading 
materials, employing competent and efficient staff and ensuring maximization of 
utilization of these materials by providing proper facilities and services to the 
readers. It would not only be necessary to acquire and make available reading 
materials according to the needs and interest of the teachers and students, it 
would also be necessary to create peaceful, welcoming and comfortable 
atmosphere, which will facilitate pursuit of knowledge and learning.

2.OBJECTIVES OF DIET LIBRARIES:

The objectives of the DIET libraries is to help and support the DIET institution to 
achieve and fulfill its objectives. Some of the important objectives of the DIET 
library may be stated as under:

2.1 To effectively participate in the teaching learning and training programme 
of the DIET;

2.2 To provide appropriate library materials and services for the over all 
growth and development of the personality of the students as an 
individual and useful citizens of the society;

2.3 To develop reading ability and interest, and inculcate life-long love, 
enjoyment and pleasure of reading amongst the students;

2.4 To work out a programme in consultation with teachers and inculcate 
democratic, secular, cultural and moral values in the pupils;

3. FUNCTIONS OF DIET LIBRARY:

• To procure and process reading materials relevant to the teaching and 
training programmes and activities of the Institution.

• To organise the library to provide quick and easy access to reading materials.
• To orient the students in the independent use of the library to find out 

materials and information relevant to their lesson and assignment.
• To take various steps in co-operation with the teachers to promote healthy 

reading habit of life-long learning.
• To provide various library services in order to provide information from up to 

date resources in various discipline and fields of interest.
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• To provide to the students with inspiring literature which can help in character 
building and overall development of their personality.

• To provide assistance to the students in preparing for the extracurricular 
activities like debate and public speaking, dramatic performance, quiz 
contests, essay writing etc.

4. Place of Library in the Institution:

The library plays an important role in the educational institute. The library is 
the center of all intellectual activities and other academic activities of the institute, 
which depends on the library. It should act as an extension of the classroom and 
there should be a close co-operation and co-ordination between teacher and 
librarian in orienting and encouraging the students to make best use of the library 
resources.

Library should have the open access system so that the teachers and 
students can freely browse through the books on the shelves and make their 
choice as per their needs. The library not only cater to the curricular programmes 
of the school but also provide literature, which can inspire and entertain the user 
and sustain and support his/her interest in various hobbies and pastimes.

5. Planning the library:

5.1 Planning for space:

Since the library is the 'growing organism', its space requirement should be 
planned taking in to consideration’of the future growth for 10 to 15 years. There 
should be scope for horizontal and vertical extension of space as and when the 
need arise in the future. While planning the library space the following points may 
be kept in mind:

• Library should be centrally located.
• It should be located away from the noise areas like play ground, music 

room, canteen, recreation room etc.
• The library rooms should be well lighted and properly ventilated.
• Protection may be provided to library holdings from direct exposure to 

sun and rain.
• Interiors may be tastefully painted in light colours and decorated with 

pictures, charts etc, to create a cheerful atmosphere.
• Seats should be comfortable so that the user can sit and read for a 

considerable time without feeling any fatigue.
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Following space requirements may be taken into account while planning space:

• Space for Librarian and his staff
• Circulation counter
• Space for reference books and separate seating arrangements for 

teacher s and students to accommodate at least 40 students at a time.
• Space for library racks for organising library collection.
• Space for display of periodicals, new arrivals, maps, charts,

Catalogue, etc.
• Space for storage, repair and maintenance work.

5.2 Furniture & Equipment's:

A library would require moveable as well as fixed type of furniture and for 
various functions and services.

5.21. Movable type of items:

5.211. For Public areas:

Reading tables, chairs, racks and almirahs, catalogue 
cabinets, circulation counter, filing cabinets, display racks for books 
and periodicals, Exhibition stands, pigeonholes for keeping 
personal property of the users, stools etc.

5.212. For work room:

Typewriter, work tables, chairs, Almirahs, side racks, filing 
cabinets, book trolleys etc.

The dimensions of different types of tables, chairs, cabinets, standard 
steel racks, display racks etc should be in accordance with the ISI standards. 
The ISI standard for these is given in the " Indian standard specifications for 
library furniture and fittings", Part I and II, published by Bureau of Indian 
Standards, New Delhi, 1970.
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Life-A"Y $

BOOK TROLLEY

I

I

IS: 1029 (Parti)-1978

SECTION XX
All dimensions in millimetres.

Fig. 1 Typical Illustration op Book Trolley

B00K taqlLy" :

- Essentional features- of book trolly arp shown in figure abovp

- irolly shall have two pairs of sloping shelves and one flat 
bottom shelf for books of large size.

- The height of trolly shall be 750 mm, the same as that of a ta e

- ihe planks shall^be suitably supported such as by iron rods an^
the uprights rigtdly connected to each other and"shall fulfil \f

leading requirements of carrying 40 kg per shelf plank per bay
and bottom shelf shall be designed, to carry a load of SO kg.

Suitable protection may be provided at the bottom corners and 
ends of uprights to minimize damage due to knocking against otrp 
furniture, fittings, walls or pillars.

The trolly shall be fitted with four rubber tyred ball-bearing 
wheels; one of the swivelling type at each end and two of the 
fixed type in the centre.
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Periodicals Display Rack

It is a rack with pigeon holes (available in 10,15,16 
25 and 30 compartments). Each pigeon hols consists of a sloped 
display shelf hinged to lift up and expose a fla^ storage space 
for" back issues of a periodical. Normally the depth of a 
pigeon hole is IS- deep. Lower row ot pigeonnoles raaz 
larr-r size to accommodate large «ized perioc als.Th.. uo.al 
height of Periodical Display Rack may be determined in accordar.. 
with average height of students.
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NEWS PAPER DISPLAY STAND 
10 pockets for display of 20 
newspapers or magazines with a shelf 
for storage.
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In the modular carrels all the parts slot in to make

up any desired arrangement, single- or double-sided. Extei 
u o' k tc (p

sion and rearrangement are easy. The ^vo-rksh-op is 2’9”X1 ’9’ , 

Height 2g-2-’‘, and there is a shelf 7” deep above the works'- 

The side and back panels, interchangeable, are supported 1 

uprights of black square tube.
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5.22 Fixed type of Items:

Under the fixed type of items include the lighting, ventilators, exhaust 
Fans, fire alarms etc.

6. Library Personnel:

A well-qualified and trained librarian and other supporting staff are a must 
for efficient organisation and management of the Library. It is only the library 
staff who can turn a mere collection of books and other reading materials into a 
functional library by organising various services and activities. On the other 
hand, a teacher in-charge, howsoever learned and motivated he/she may be, 
has neither sufficient time at his/her disposal, nor technical knowledge and skill 
to transform a book collection into a well organised system of storing, retrieving 
and disseminating information based on needs and requirements of the 
students and the faculty. A part time in-charge of the library neither allows 
him/her to be a complete teacher nor a complete librarian. It is only a full time 
trained librarian can provide the right book to the right reader at the right time in 
the right personal way.

In order to be a true friend, philosopher and guide of the user, a librarian 
should himself/herself be a lover of books and a voracious reader. He/she 
should have a cheerful disposition, pleasant manners and tactful approach to 
attract more readers to the library and convert reluctant visitors into habitual 
users.

6.1 Minimum Staff for DIET Library:

The DIET libraries require the following staff for efficient management of 
library activities and services.

• Librarian -1

• Library Attendant - 1

6.2 Job description of the Librarian:

• To select, procure and accession reading materials as per the
• recommendations of the faculty members and as per the procedure laid
• down by the Institution.
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• To classify and catalogue the reading materials.
• To maintain correct shelf list arrangement and library catalogue for quick
• location
• To maintain hygienic conditions and atmosphere of proper decorum in the 

library.
• To organise an efficient and fool proof system of issue and return of reading 

materials.
• To provide various services like, display, reference inter-library loan etc. to 

promote the use of the library.
• To conduct periodic stock verification and weeding out programme as per the 

rules laid down by the government.
• To acquire furniture as per the requirements of the library.
• To recover the cost of the reading materials damaged or reported lost by the 

teacher and students.
• To arrange for care and preservation and binding of reading materials.
• To assign and delegate appropriate duties and responsibilities to the junior 

staff.
• To keep regular statistics of the various activities and services carried out 

during the year and prepare reports for the information of concerned 
authorities.

• To keep records and registers, bills, which render accounts and prepare 
budget estimates.

• To attend to any other duties assigned by the Principal in connection with the 
improvement of library services.

6.3 Job description of Library Attendant:

• To move reading materials to one part to another.
• To maintain perfect shelf arrangement.
• To paste book labels, book pockets, numbering the books etc.
• for physical preparation of books.
• To keep the shelves and books clean.
• To help the librarian in stock verification.
• To segregate books and periodicals for binding.
• To perform any other duties assigned by the Librarian.
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CHAPTER-3

SELECTION, ORDERING AND ACQUISITION OF BOOKS

INTRODUCTION:

The main objective of a library is to provide information and knowledge to the users 
through a good collection of documents. Therefore, the identification, selection, 
procurement and organization of documents are the important functions of the Library.
A comprehensive, balanced and updated collection of documents is an essential activity 
for providing effective library service.

The process of selection of books is an important activity of the library. While 
selecting the books the needs and demands of the readers, availability and budget 
provision are to be considered.

Selection of books should be need based for: -

i) Pupils - Syllabus;
ii) Teacher - need for teaching and professional development;
iii) Recreational and Informational needs.

2. Book Selection Sources:

Normally the books are selected from the following sources:

• Books received on approval basis from the suppliers.
• Books selection tools like, publisher's catalogue, supplier's list, National 

Bibliographies, Accession List etc.
• Reviews in newspaper and journals.
• Bibliographies.
• List of new addition to various libraries.
• Suggestions of the readers.
• Book Exhibitions and book fairs.

3. STEPS FOR BOOK SELECTION:

• Students and teachers may be encouraged to give recommendations for the 
purchase of books.

• Book selection slips may be prepared for the recommended books giving all possible 
bibliographical information for the books finally selected.

• Duplication of books selected is to be checked against the following sources.

i) Library catalogue
ii) Books on approval

iii) Books on order
iv) Books selected
v) Books in process

18



After checking for duplicates, the slips may be filed in the book selection 
sequence. The specimen of book selection card is given below:

SPECIMEN OF BOOK SELECTION SLIP

(Front side 5"/\3")

5"
◄----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ►

Author:

Title :

Vol. & Ed.:

Publisher:

Price :

Source:

ISBN: 0

(Back Side)
5"

◄----------------------------------------------------------------------- ►

Duplication Checked:

Vendor:

Suggested/ Approved:

Order No:

Date of Order:

Date of Receipt:

Bill No. : Accession No.:

Price : 0
Initials:

• Books, which are not available and are relevant for purchase keeping in view 
availability of funds, may be placed before the Principal/ Library committee for 
approval.
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4. Book Ordering and Acquisition:

After selecting the books and other documents to be procured for the library, order 
are to be placed to the booksellers. As it is one of the most important activities, it 
requires a careful consideration of library organization, staff, finance and procedures 
to be followed and the records to be maintained.

4.1 Modes of Acquisition:

The following modes of acquisition are generally used:

• By purchase
• By exchange
• By gift
• By Membership.

4.11 By purchase:

Most of the documents are acquired to the library through purchase. Before placing 
order for the purchase a document, it should be ascertained that the particular 
document cannot be acquired through gift, exchange or through membership.

4.12 By Exchange:

Certain type of documents can not be purchased but may have to be acquired either 
on exchange or through gift. In such cases it is necessary to work out an exchange 
agreement.

4.13 By Gift:

A library may also acquire materials by gift. Gift should be accepted only if they meet 
stipulated standards. Gifts of large collections on a subject should be accepted after a 
careful study in terms of costs, maintenance, growth etc. The library must reserve the 
right to dispose of the material in the manner it thinks fit.

4.14 Membership of Societies. Organizations etc

Sometimes a library or its parent body becomes a member of a society or 
organization, whereby it might become possible to get certain materials free of charge as 
a member or at a price lower than usual.



5. Selection of Vendors/Suppliers:

While placing order for the supply of books to the suppliers, proper care should 
be taken. The supplier should be the one that is known to provide prompt and 
satisfactory service. He should be honest in his dealings and have a good reputation.

6. Good offices Committee:

The Good Offices Committee (New Delhi) is a voluntary organization formed by 
representatives of book trade and libraries. Its main objective is to stabilize and 
introduce uniform terms of book and periodical supplies to libraries. The Committee 
meets at regular intervals ad after taking in to consideration the fluctuations in 
currency rates of conversion. It has laid down discount rates for different categories of 
books and journals as well as other terms for book supplies. For example," All books 
in English and other languages whether of Indian or foreign origin but with the 
exception of.... Special categories will carry a uniform discount of 10%...". As a result 
there should be ordinarily no necessity for calling for tenders, quotations, etc. for 
purchase of books and periodicals from Indian vendors.

A Library should agree and abide by the terms laid down by the Good Office s 
Committee and place order with vendors who agree to these terms. A copy of the 
notice of the Good Office Committee is enclosed in appendix " i ".

7. Book Budqet distribution:

• Books 50%
• Periodicals/Newspaper 10%
• Library Stationary 10%
•
•

Miscellaneous(Library 
Equipment and stacks etc.) 20%

• Building and repair 10%

As soon as the books are received they should be physically examine it. If it is a 
defective copy, it should be returned to the bookseller. Only the latest edition should 
be purchased. Before the bill is passed for payment, the cost of the book should be 
verified and it should be according to the publisher price. In case the cost is not 
printed on the book, the price should be verified from the original invoice or the 
publishers price list. After the bill is verified and passed for payment, the book may be 
sent for accessioning.
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8. ACCESSIONING:

The process of recording the books in the register (Accessioning register) is called 
accessioning. The accession register is an essential record of a library. Every 
document added to the library receives a serial number in the numerical order of 
acquisition to the library collection. This number is called the Accession number. The 
last number in the accession register will indicate the approximate total number of 
books available in the library. The number is approximately because; the exact figure 
can only be ascertained by subtracting the number of book lost, missing and 
withdrawn. The accession number of book is so significant as it traces the history of 
each book in the library. The accession register contains the following information 
and a specimen copy of the same is given below.

If a book runs in several volumes, a separate number has to be assigned to each 
volume. An accession number once used should not be used again, even though the 
book is withdrawn, lost or discarded. As soon as the book has been entered in the 
accession register, its accession number should be written on the verso of the title 
page of the book and in the secret page and also to be entered in the bill of the 
supplier. When a book is withdrawn, then against the corresponding accession a note 
regarding the withdrawal of book is to be given in the accession register. In case, a 
user loses a book, then with the help of details give in the accession register, the user 
may be asked to either to make payment or to replace the copy.



SPECIMEN OF ACCESSION REGISTER

Date Accession
Number

Author Title Edition/
Volume

Year
Publisher

&
Place

Supplier
Bill No.

&
Date

Price
Remarks

Indian Foreign



CHAPTER-4

PROCESSING OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
1. INTRODUCTION:

The processing of Library materials refers to the Classification, Cataloguing, label 
pasting etc. These activities helps in the transformation of a collection books in to 
serviceable articles. In other words, how a book is technically processed through before 
it is sent to the shelves and after it is acquired.

2. CLASSIFICATION:

Library contains recorded knowledge in the form of books, periodicals, reports and 
other forms non book materials. The primary task of the Librarian is to ensure the 
maximum utilization of the library collection. The library collection have to be organized 
and displayed in a most helpful manner. The library can organize its collection in 
various ways such as by size, colour of binding, date of publication, by accession 
number, name of the author, title of the document or by its subjects. Most useful among 
these method is arrangement of books by its thought contents i.e., the subject of the 
document.

Classification in general means arrangement. In other words, classification is 
grouping of individual facts or entities in to groups, according to their points of 
resemblance or differences. In library classification, we are concerned with documents 
and the aim is to arrange them in the most helpful and permanent order. Thus the 
Library classification is the arrangement of books on shelves, or description of them, in 
the manner which is most useful to those who read.

There are many classification schemes invented by the librarians for the arrangement 
of books in the Library. All these schemes have their own merits and demerits and have 
got universal applicability but may not suit all conditions at all times in all places. The 
following are the important classification schemes, which are used in various libraries of 
the world:

1. Dewey Decimal Classification by Melvil Dewey.
2. Universal Decimal Classification.
3. Library of Congress Classification.
4.Subject Classification by J.D.Brown
5. Expansive Classification by C.A.Cutter
6. Bibliographic Classification by H.E.Bliss
7. Colon Classsification by Dr. S.R.Ranganathan.
8. Rider's International Classification by Fremont Rider.

All these schemes of classification except Colon Classification scheme are of foreign 
origin and have got bias towards Western subjects. The Dewey Decimal Classification is 
widely used in all the countries of the world including India. As the Dewey Decimal 
Classification is very simple and easy to use, it is better to follow the same scheme in 
your Library.



2.1 DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION:

Melvil Dewey formulated Dewey Decimal Classification originally. The first edition of 
DDC was published in 1876. DDC is now in its 21st edition. DDC is a hierarchical 
scheme from the general to the specific. The basic arrangement is by discipline, and a 
specific subject can occur in any number of disciplines.

The universe of subject is divided into ten main classes as given below:
000 Generalities
100 Philosophy and related disciplines
200 Religion
300 Social Sciences
400 Language
500 Pure Sciences
600 Technology
700 The arts
800 Literature
900 General Geography and History and their auxiliaries

The above main classes indicate that each main class represents either a major 
discipline or a group of related disciplines except main class 000. This class indicates 
varied subject such as bibliographies and catalogues, Library and Information Science, 
General encyclopaedias etc.

Each main class has ten divisions. These are the second degree of subdivision in 
the classification i.e.. the first degree of subdivision of one of the ten main classes. The 
ten divisions of the main class 300 are given below:

300 Social Sciences 
310 Statistics 
320 Political Science 
330 Economics 
340 law
350 Public Administration
360 Social problems and Services
370 Education
380 Commerce (Trade)
390 Customs, etiquette, folklore

Each division has ten section, thus 370 represents Education ,371, 372 represents 
sub classes as given below:

370 Education
371 Generalities of Education
372 Elementary Education
373 Secondary Education
374 Adult Education
375 Curriculums
376 Education of Women
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377 School and Religion
378 Higher Education
379 Education and the State

DDC is decimal classification system. The universe of subjects is divided into ten 
main classes. Each main class is again divided into 10 divisions. Each division gets 
divided into 10 sections. So at each stage of division, a given number is subdivided 
decimally.

2.2 Tables:

The 19th edition of DDC has provided seven tables, which helps in number building. 
The numbers added from these tables to the numbers taken from classification 
schedules leads to combination of numbers having consistent meaning in different 
contexts.

The numbers taken from these tables cannot be used alone; they must be used 
along with numbers taken from the classification schedules. The dash (-) given before 
notation in these tables indicates that these numbers must be added to another number.

The names of seven tables are listed below:

Table 1 Standard subdivisions
Table 2 Areas
Table 3 Subdivisions of individual Literature
Table 4 Subdivisions of individual Language
Table 5 Racial, ethnic, national groups
Table 6 Languages
Table 7 Persons

Table 1 and 2 are important and common isolates common to all subjects. Other 
tables have provided list of special isolates for specific subject.

2.21 Table 1 Standard subdivisions:

The subdivisions named common forms and modes of treatment taken together are 
called Standard subdivisions. These subdivisions may be added, as appropriate, to any 
number taken from the schedule.

Virtually any subject or discipline may be presented in various forms as given below;

Examples:

1. 190.3 Dictionary of Philosophy
2. 530.3 A Dictionary of Physics
3. 150.3 Encyclopedia of Psychology
4. 301.05 Serials on sociology
5. 609 History of Inventions
6. 770.1 Theory of Photography
7. 510.1 Philosophy of Mathematics



3. CATALOGUING:

A Library catalogue is an essential and important tool in a library. It is a key to 
resources of the library. The extent of the use of library resources depends greatly on 
the quality of a library catalogue.

A library catalogue is a list of books and other reading materials available in a 
library. It can have various physical forms such as loose leaf sheets, register and card 
catalogue and computerized catalogue. The basic objective of a library catalogue is to 
guide readers to access the documents available in a library by author, title, subject etc. 
of a document.

The library catalogue can have various entries, which can be arranged by 
author, title and subject etc. The catalogue are prepared on the basis of standard 
catalogue codes. The important catalogue codes are:

1. Anglo-American Catalogue Rules (AACR-2)
2. Classified Catalogue Code (CCC) by Dr.S.R.Ranganathan

Both the codes have their own merits and demerits. As the AACR is so simple and 
easy to follow and widely used through out the world. A brief explanation is given here to 
catalogue few documents using AACR-II.

3.1 Anglo-American Catalogue Rules(AACR-ll)

The AACR is code meant for dictionary catalogue. The dictionary catalogue is " 
catalogue in which all the entries (author, title, subject, series etc) and their related 
references are arranged in one general alphabet.

AACR recognises the following kinds of entries in a dictionary catalogue:
Main entry 
Added entries

3.11 Main Entry:

AACR regards the main entry as " the complete catalogue record of a 
bibliographical entity, presented in the form by which the entity is to be uniformly 
identified and cited. The main entry is the basic entry. Each document gets one main 
entry. It is usually a author's entry, with sometimes occupying heading of a main entry. 
The last section contains the tracings, which indicate headings under which added 
entries have been prepared for a given document.

3.12 Entry Elements:

In AACR the main entry of a book would generally consists of the following elements:



1. Call number (Class number and book number), accession number;
2. Heading;
3. Title, subtitle;
4. Author statement;
5. Edition statement;
6. Imprint (place of publication, publisher’s name and date of publication);
7. Collation (pagination or number of volumes; illustrations;.size; etc)
8. Series statement;
9. Notes ( covers special quality about a book including fine coloured plates, change of 

. titles etc);
10. Tracings.

SAMPLE MAIN ENTRY

Class No. 
Book No.

Authc rs(lnverted form)

Acc. No

Editic
Title: sub title/Author/s in natural form; joint author. - 
n/Editor. -Place of Publication: Publisher,Year.

Preliminar pages, text pages p.; size (Series; series No.)

1. Subject heading I. Joint Author/s II. Title (Series)

4, Subject Headings:

The subject headings can be derived from the scheme of classification or by using any 
subject headings list for example Sear's list of Subject heading. Since the DIET libraries 
may not be equipped with the subject headings list, a simplest method of preparing 
subject heading can be by using the subject headings of various classes/divisions given 
in the appendix 2______of DDC Schedule.

5. Some of the examples of cataloguing different type of documents are given
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6. Stamping:

Soon after the book is acquired, the ownership of the library has to be established 
by putting the ownership stamp on lower half of the verso of the title page. Information 
regarding Accession Number, date of accessioning are to be recorded on the specified 
place. The ownership stamp is also to be recorded on the secret page on every book. 
This page should be uniformly chosen for all the documents in the library.
7. Tagging:

A tag is pasted on the spine of the book. It should be fixed one inch above the 
bottom of the volume. In case the volume is not thick enough to paste, it is to be fixed on 
the front cover. It is used for writing the Call Number of the document.

Specimen of the Spine Label

Class No...............

Book No..............

8. Date Label:

A date label or slip should be pasted on the first page after the cover. It should be 
pasted on the top edge of the page. The slip is pasted for the purpose of putting the due 
date of the book to be returned to the library.

Name of the Institute
Place

LIBRARY
Accession No........ Call.No........

This book should be returned on or before the last 
date marked below.

r* -ju (

Call.No


9. Book pocket:

The book pocket is used for keeping the book card. This is to be fixed near the right 
hand bottom corner of the inside of the back cover page of the document.

Specimen of the Book pocket

Open flap

Name of the Library

Brief Library Rules

10. Ownership slip:

The ownership slip is generally pasted on the inner-side of the front cover at the left 
hand top most corner. The slip is usually printed on a glazed paper giving the name of 
the library and the insignia of the institute if any.

Specimen of ownership slip

Name of the Library 
Place

Call No.---------------

Accession No.------



11. Book card:
The size of the book card will depend on the issue system followed by the library. A 

specimen of the book card is given below.

Name of the Library
Place

Accession No.------------
Call. No.------------
Author----------------------------------
Title ----------------------------------

Due on Borrower's Signature Returned
on

12. Completion work:

This involves writing of Call Number at the back of the title page, on tag, on secret page, 
date slip, book card. The Author, Title, year of publication and Accession Number are 
written on the book card.

o

Filing of Catalogue Cards:

Catalogue cards are to be arranged in the Catalogue cabinet trays, as similar to the 
arrangement of words in the dictionary. The following rules can be observed while 
arranging the catalogue cards.



1. The basis of arrangement shall be all-through alphabetization;
2. Presence of space, punctuation marks, accents, apostrophes and brackets shall be 

ignored;
3. Difference in the style of writing letters, including capital and small letters shall be 

ignored;
4. Abbreviations and contractions shall be arranged according to the way they are 

written and not according to the words for which they stand;
5. There shall be cross reference index entries from every alternative form of the entry 

word to every other;
6. Numerals shall be arranged according to their respective ordinal values;
7. The method of writing entries should be so standardized that numbers are written 

as Arabic numerals and not as roman numerals or in words;
8. In multi-volume sets or publications published at regular intervals, and are assigned 

the serial numbers continuously shall be arranged according to their serial number 
and not as spoken or spelt;

9. Publications with stray numerals shall b arranged as the numerals are spoken or 
~ spelt with;

The examples for each of the rules are given in the appendix "3

€
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CHAPTER-5

LIBRARY MAINTENANCE

1 .INTRODUCTION:

The books and other reading materials are acquired, processed and displayed for the 
use of readers. It is very essential that these are to be maintained in proper order and in 
good physical condition. It involves continuous monitoring of the proper stocking, 
arrangement and display of books on the shelves in the library* and taking care of them. 
This essentially implies two aspects:

1. Organization i.e.. the arrangement of books.
2. Conservation of books. It implies up keeping of books in good condition.

2. FUNCTIONS:

The maintenance work involves the following functions:

1. Shelving
2. Location of documents
3. Shifting of collection, if required
4. Dusting and cleaning
5. Preparation and maintenance of guides
6. Maintenance of documents,
7. Shelf rectification
8. Maintenance of shelf list/ register
9. Stock verification
10. Binding and vigilance

2.1 Shelving:

The documents are to be arranged in a systematic order on the shelves whereby 
time of the users can be saved. The sequence of the arrangement should meet the 
requirements of the users effectively. In a Open Access library the shelving work 
relatively more when compared to the closed access library.

• Main sequencefbooks of current interest)
• Textbook sequence
• Reference sequence
• Periodical sequence
• Close Sequence(rare, costly, and small sized books)
• Abnormal Sequence

61



3. Location of the Document:

As per the request of the readers for the books, the library staffs have to 
locate the documents on the shelves from the different sequence.

4. Shifting of Library Collection.

The shifting of library collection is necessary when there is a need for the re
organization of library according to the changing requirements of the users and the 
quantitative growth in respect of collection, users and staff.

5. Dusting and Cleaning:

The dusting and cleaning of books should be done on regular basis. Dust reduces the 
life of a book. The users are also not likely to use the dusty books.

6. Preparation and maintenance of guides:

Guide cards should be put up at different places in the library so that a user can find 
out his way by himself in different parts of the library such as reading room, periodical 
room, stacks etc.

In stack room the following guides will have to be provided:

a) Tier Guide: In case of more than one tier stack, tier guide indicating the subject
covered in the tier should be provided.

b) Gangway Guide: Each gangway should be provided with a gangway guide 
indicating the subject covered in the particular gangway.

c i Bay guide: Every bay of shelves be provided with a bay guide containing the 
concerned Class numbers and their verbal headings.

d i Shelf guide: Every shelf should be provided with a shelf guide giving the class 
number to denote the subject on which the books are found in a particular shelf.

ei General guide: A guide giving an overall view of the stacks and the arrangement 
of books has to be provided near the entrance.

ft General instruction guides: The general guides like 'No smoking', 'Silence 
Please', 'Do not shelve the books. Leave them on the table' etc. are to be 
provided where ever necessary.

Maintenance of Documents:

Day today maintenance works of the library are as under:



i) Shelving of the newly processed books.
ii) Shelving the books returned by the borrowers.

iii) Separating of damaged books.
iv) Replacement of tags on books, which are fond missing or get faded.

8. Shelf Rectification:

Readers, who browse through the books, very often misplace them on the shelves. 
Readers are to be strictly instructed not to replace books on shelves but still it may 
happen quite often. A book wrongly placed is as good as lost. Hence restoring order 
among the books is absolutely essential. This process is called shelf rectification.

9. Shelf list or shelf register:

Shelf List or shelf register is an important record of books, which shows the position of 
any book on the shelves. A shelf list is usually maintained in standard size 7.5cm V 
12.5 cm. These cards are arranged parallel to the corresponding arrangement of books on 
the shelves.

10. Stock Verification:

Stock verification implies the physical check up of the documents on record. In 
Other words the systematic check of the Library holdings for finding out missing items 
there from, is termed as stock verification.

The stock verification is carried over to many useful purposes:
• Restoration of misplaced items;
• To find out mutilated and worn out items;
• Evaluating the security arrangement and
• To know the relevance of existing literature.

Stock verification is an important activity and an audit requirement too. It is to be 
conducted every year regularly. The appropriate time for this activity is during vacation. 
For this purpose the head of the institution constitutes a committee consisting of members 
drawn from the library, teaching department and administration.

10.1 Methods of Stock Verification:

There are different methods of stock verification viz. Shelf list method, Accession 
register method, Special stock verification Register method, Book card method, 
numerical counting of books etc. Out of these shelf list method is best but there are 
certain pre-requisites for this like the shelf list should be complete and dependable, 
shelving should be in perfect order and many. Among these the Special stock verification 
register method is very easy and simple.



The special stock verification register contains the following columns:

Accession No. 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 .... ... 2006 Remarks

1
2
nJ
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

The register is taken to the shelves. One-person calls out the accession number from the 
book, another person tick marks the relevant column against the particular accession 
number. After this the items on loan, items sent for binding, etc. are ticked in the register. 
At the end of operation, a list of untraceable books is prepared. After taking everything in 
account the missing number would be loss for that year. The competent authority can be 
written off this loss. Remarks are given in the accession register at the appropriate place 
and the Principal should counter sign it.

10.2 Responsibility for the loss of books:

The loss of books is inevitable in a service library, especially in the open access 
library. Keeping this fact in view the Govt, of India. Ministry of finance vide its O.M. 
No.23(7)-E.II-(A)-93 made provision for the loss of books. As per the order the loss of 
three books per thousand volumes circulated 'consulted in a year may be taken as 
reasonable provided such loss can not be attributed to dishonesty of negligence on the 
part of librarian.



Even if loss is more from the provision made by the Govt., the Librarian should not 
be held responsible for this and authorities requested to evaluate the security arrangement 
of the Library.

11. Weeding and Discarding:

Books are for use. By using them they become unserviceable due to worn out. pest 
infested etc. The changes are vital features of a dynamic library. The library stock needs 
constant replenishment. New books are to be added and old ones, which become 
damaged, out dated and obsolete are to be withdrawn. The withdrawal and discarding is 
to be done with the help of a committee consisting of vice-principal or nominee of the 
principal, heads of teaching departments and the librarian. The list of books which were 
selected during the stock verification is prepared giving all the details like. Accession 
number, Author. Title. Publisher, price and reason for withdrawing/ discarding etc.
The committee should examine the books physically and decision is to be taken for 
withdrawal. After the recommendation of the committee proper sanction is to be taken 
from the competent authority for their final withdrawal from the stock. The necessary 
entry for each should be made in the withdrawal register and accession register with the 
signature of the Principal and the Librarian.

12. Tools for Reference Section:
The maintenance work requires the following tool:

1. Book supporters or book ends.
2. Trolleys.
3. A number of stools for the shorter persons to browse books kept on top shelves and 

also for easy replacement of the books.
4. Two step ladder or three stepladders for reaching top of shelves for cleaning and 

dusting.

13. Preservation of Library materials:

The library materials should be protected from the Insects, Water, Fire, Dust, Human 
beings as they cause the deterioration of the library’ materials. The Cockroaches, Beetles. 
Book lice, Silverfish, white ants, and moths are some of the enemies of books. The insect 
known as book worms are very' harmful to the books. Some of the insects lay eggs in the 
books. As soon as it is noticed that a particular book is attacked by book worms it should 
be immediately removed from the book shelves and should be properly cleaned.



14.General Library Rules:

1. Please keep your personal belongings at the counter near the gate before using the 
library.

2. Please observe complete silence in the Library.
3. Please take good care of books while these are in your custody. Do not mark, 

mutilate or damage books in any way. If a book is damaged or lost by you, you will 
have to replace it or pay its cost at current market price.

4. Membership cards/ tickets are not transferable. Loss of membership card/ticket may 
be reported to the Librarian immediately. However, you will be held responsible for 
any loss accruing to the library on this account.

5. Reference books will not be issued out.
6. In case of late return of books an overdue charges of 50 paise per day will be charged.
7. A book may be recalled earlier than the due date if required.



CHAPTER-6

LIBRARY SERVICES
1. INTRODUCTION:

The library is to be organised as to provide services to meet the needs and 
requirements of the teachers and students. In order to fulfill the needs and 
requirements and to maximize the utilization of library resources the librarian 
must plan various services. The library services are to be grouped in to two, the 
essential services and desirable services.

2. Essential services:

2.1 Lending services:

Lending books is one of the basic services of any library. The books are 
acquired, processed and kept in the library for use. As the books for use the 
library through this service has to lend the books to the members for home 
reading. All the students and teachers should be given the membership card and 
borrowers tickets to borrow books form the library. There are number of methods 
have been adopted by the librarians to issue books to their members. The 
system of issue and return of books should be as simple as possible and should 
be the least time consuming. The following are some of the simple and popular 
circulation system widely used in the libraries.

1. Ledger System
2. Browne issue system
3. Newark charging system
4. Ranganthan's Readers ticket, Book Ticket" methods etc.

The ledger system and Browne issue systems are very simple and widely used in 
various libraries, it is necessary to explain in detail.

2.11 Ledger System:

The Ledger system of issue is suitable for small library with less number of 
members. When the library is small and number of readers are also less, the 
issue and return system can be effectively maintained. The ledger system 
consisted of number of pages. Each borrower will be allotted a page in the 
ledger. The ledger will contain the following columns:



Name of the Borrower-----------------------------------------

SI.
No.

Acc. No.
& Date 

of
Issue

Author Title
Signature of 
the Borrower

Date of 
return & 
Librarian's 
Initials

■

This simple page shows that a permanent record was possible and full 
information regarding issue and returns could be found out at any time.

2.12 Browne issue System: 4

In this system, the borrower ticket will be issued to the members as per the 
entitlement. The borrower ticket will be in the form of a pocket bearing the name ’ 
of the borrower, membership number and address. The essential material
required for operating this system are; book card, book pockets, Due date slip, I
Borrowers ticket, ds:e stamp, stamp pad, date guides and charging tray. <

Ou



Book Card

Name of the Institute
Acc. No...............
Call. No...............

Author...................
Title........................

Due date Date of return and 
Siqnature

Borrowers Ticket

Name of the Library

Membership No._____________

Name________________________

Address/Designation/Class________________

Librarian

6 J



2.13 Steos for issue and return of books:

2.131. For issue of Book

• Receive the book and borrowers ticket from the member.
• Take out the book card from the book pocket.
• Obtain the signature of the members on book card.
• S:amp due date on the book card and due date slip.
• Put the book card in the borrower ticket, which is in the form of pocket.
• Hand over the book to the member.
• P.ace the coupled book card and members tickets in the charging tray. s
• Fiie the borrowers tickets as per the numerical order of the book cards.

2,14 For return of a book

• Receive the book from the members;
• C-.eck the due date from the due date slip and locate the coupled book card

corrowers ticket on the basis of Accession number from the charging
tray:

• Separate the book card from the borrower's ticket and put it back in the book 
pocket after canceling last due date;

• Rerun the borrowers ticket to the member and send the book for shelving.

2,15 3 .e'due charges:

At the time of receiving the book back from the readers, the librarian 
s - cuic see the book is being returned on or before due date. If the book is 
reruned after the due date, over due charges has to be collected from the 
i~-e~*cer as prescribed in the rules.

22 SR zNTATION OF MEMBERS:

All r~e r.ew members of the library may be oriented about:

• p -ccer use of the Library as per rules.
• Pars of the book like title page, contents, preface, foreword, bibliography and 

irzex etc. and their significance for finding out requisite information about the 
tr cucht content of the book.

• Varcus types of reference books, nature of information contained in them and 
rr aired of finding out the desired information from them.

• Sys’.am of classification being followed, the arrangement of cards in the 
ca:a ague cabinet and method of locating the desired document from the 
sre.ves with the help of call numbers, author, title or subject heading.

7d



2.3. Reference Service:

Introducing the library collection to the user with kindness and courteousness 
for study and teaching. According to William Katz " Reference service is the 
ability and expeditiousness of the Librarian in retrieving precise book/ information 
to the readers.

The Reference service is of two types:

2.31 Short range reference service:

Answering in few minutes for questions of simple nature.

Ex: What is the height of Mount Everest?

2.32 Long Range reference service:

Answer requires detailed search through several sources and analytical/ 
critical study.

Ex: Reason for sickness of small industries in Mysore.

2.4. REFERAL SERVICE:

When a certain document or information required by the students and teacher's 
is not available in the library, the Librarian should be in a position to help the 
readers, to other library, where the document is available. Guiding the readers to 
locate the document, to where exactly it is available is called the Referral service.

2.5. Recent Arrival List:

The Librarian has to prepare a list of recently acquired books to the library. The 
list should circulate among the teaching faculty and also to be displayed on the 
library notice board.

2.6. Display of New Books:

In addition to the list of latest addition, the newly acquired books should be 
prominently displayed to catch the attention of the teachers and students. If 
actual books can not be displayed openly, the books Jackets may be displayed 
on a special display board with a soft surface.

7.
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2.7. Display on Special Occasions:

Special topical sequences may be displayed on the eve of special occasions 
like, National days, Teachers day, regional festivals, and birthday of prominent 
national leaders, saints, and persons from various fields and walks of life.

Whenever, essay and debate competitions or quiz contests are organized for 
the students, the librarian should rise to the occasion by arranging special display 
of materials pertaining to the topic of debate or essay competition or general 
knowledge books and periodicals suitable for the quiz contest

2.8. Newspaper clipping service:

The newspaper carries latest news and information. Everyday the 
newspaper should be scanned for news items suitable for use in academic 
programmes, extra curricular activities of the Institution. The important news 
items should be cut and pasted on thick paper sheets. Each sheet should carry 
only one news item and name of the newspaper, date, page should be 
mentioned on the sheet. These sheets should be displayed on the notice board 
for sometime and later they should filed separately for future use.

3 . DESIRABLE SERVICES

3.1. Current Awareness Service:

The contents pages of periodicals relevant to the academic programme of the 
Institute may be photocopied, typed or copied and circulated to the faculty 
members and displayed in the reading room.

3.2 Reprographic Service:

The library should have photocopying machine and the photocopying at nominal 
cost may be provided to the students and teachers to promote the use of books, 
when there is no time to read or copy the document within the library timings.

3.3 Inter Library Loan:

It is highly impossible for any library to procure all the relevant documents and 
periodicals in their discipline. But the readers may require all such documents in 
academic and training programme of the Institute. In such cases the librarian 
has to borrow the materials from the Local libraries. This service is called Inter 
Library loan. This service should be based on mutual co-operation between the 
Libraries.

*■)



3.4. Bibliographical Service:

The Librarian of the Institute may prepare a bibliography on topics related to 
the academic programmes /projects and training on demand from the faculty 
members of the institution.

3.41 Steps for preparing a Bibliography:

• Select a topic and analyse its various aspects or facets.
• Search for materials on the given topic in the library catalogue, indexing 

journals, bibliographies given in the books and also from the neighboring 
libraries.

• Note down the bibliographical details of these materials on the catalogue 
cards of 5" 3" size.

• Arrange these cards according to various sub-headings denoting various 
aspects of the subject.

• Under each sub-heading arrange the cards according to author or title.
• A typed handwritten bibliography or reading list may be prepared on the basis 

of these cards.



CHAPTER-7

PERIODICAL MAINTENANCE

1. INTRODUCTION:

Periodicals and Magazines are serial publications appear in successive parts or 
numbers at almost regular intervals. Major portion of the primary literature appears in the 
form of periodicals. The periodical article is the main means of communication for 
exchange of scientific information and for many areas of knowledge. Information 
appeared in the periodicals is almost invariably more up to date than appearing in the 
books. Periodicals usually report the result of recent researches more quickly than 
books. Therefore, the libraries are expected to subscribe to good number of periodicals 
and maintain the back volumes of periodicals.

In addition to books, a library should also subscribe to good number of selected 
periodicals, magazines and newspaper for subject contents, recreational reading and 
information purpose. These publications are must for the libraries, to keep the users up 
date with new developments taking place in their field of interest.

2. Selection:

The periodicals and magazines are to be selected keeping in view of the needs and 
requirements of the teachers and students. They should reflect the curriculum contents, 
political, economical, social and recreational interest of the user community. While 
selecting the periodicals, the priority should be given to the most important journals and 
magazines required to meet the requirement of the users.

3. Acquisition of Periodicals

Any one or all of the following methods can acquire the periodicals and magazines:

1. Subscription
2. By becoming the member of the societies and learned institutions.
3. By gift.
4. By exchange

3.1 .Subscription:

The periodicals are generally procured either direct from the publishers or through 
vendors. Those periodicals, which are offered by the publishers at a reduced price, it is 
better to subscribe directly with the publisher and rest of them are to be subscribed 
through the agents. The subscription to periodicals is generally paid annually in 
advance. The general magazines and newspaper can be subscribed through the local 
newspaper and magazine supplier. 1

3.2. By becoming the members of the learned societies:
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The library by becoming the member of some learned societies and organizations 
by paying membership fee receives some periodicals, without paying any extra amount.

3.3. By Gift:

Some societies, organizations, associations and institutions in order to popularize 
their ideals and programs, publish some journals, magazines, and newsletter and send 
the same to the selected libraries free of cost.

3. 4.By Exchange:

Some publications become spare copy in many libraries. Quite often the journals 
will be received in duplicates. Such publication can be exchanged with other libraries.

4. Recording the receipt of the Periodicals:

The receipt of the periodical/Magazines will be recorded in Register/ Ledger 
system. The Kardex system will be used in big libraries.

Register/Ledqer System:

The register/Ledger system is simple and very easy to record, in case the library is 
subscribe for only a dozen or two periodicals. The receipt of the newspaper can also be 
recorded in the register system. The information regarding periodicals to be recorded in 
the ledger contain the following items:

Name/Title of the Periodical-----------------------
Publisher's details-------------------------------------
Vendor details------------------------------------------
Periodicity-----------------------------------------------
Order No. and date----------------------------------

Payment Details
Vol.No.
& year

Annual
Subscription

Invoice
No.&date

SI.
No.

Date of 
Publication

Volume
No.

Issue
No.

Price Date of 
receipt

Remarks
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7. Accessioning:

When the bound volumes are received back after the binding, are to be checked for 
proper binding. These volumes are to be accessioned in the register meant for bound 
journals and are arranged title wise on the shelves.

8. Some Important periodicals to be subscribed for the DIET Libraries :

Name of the Periodicals________________Publishers Address

1. Indian Educational Review -

2. Journal of Indian Education
3. Primary Teacher
4. School Science
5. Primary Shikshak (Hindi)
6. Shikshaka Varthe (Kannada)
7. Shikshaka Mithra (Kannada)
8. Science Reporter

The Head,
Publications Division, 
NCERT, NIE Campus, 
Sri Aurobindo Marg, 
New Delhi-110 016.

- do-
-do-
-do-
-do-

Principal,DIET, Dharwar.
Principal, DIET, Mysore

Pub!ications&lnformationDirectorate,(CSIR) 
Dr. K.S.Krishnan Marg, New Delhi-110 012.
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Specimen of the Bottom Card

TITLE SUBSCRIPTION No.

Year Ser Vol. January February March April May June July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. TP.
Inc

------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------- - — - ----------------- — —

Tifle Pariodlcify Copies received ti II which period

Jan. Feb. Mar. April-------------------------------- Dec

Signal codes Green 

Blue 

Red 

Yellow 

Pink 

Black

When subscription due 

Journal of Foreign origin 

Journal of Indian origin 

Journal Direct renewal 
Bill later payment 

Gift

5. Display of Periodicals:

The periodicals should be displayed on the periodical display rack. The current ones 
should replace the preceding issue. The preceding issues should be put into the pigeon 
holes provided for in the rack itself, so that these would become readily available for the 
purpose of consultation by the users.

6. Binding:

At the end of the year, when the volume is complete, journals are to be put in order 
for binding. The advice of the principal or the library committee is to be sought for 
journals and magazines to be bound, as all the magazines are not to be kept 
permanently. The left over magazines and newspaper are to be sold as waste papers. 
The list of journals and magazines are to be bound is enlisted with volume, issues and 
year. The journals should be sent for binding for the approved binders at the approved 
rates. The binder should be given proper instruction for binding.



7. Accessioning:

When the bound volumes are received back after the binding, are to be checked for 
proper binding. These volumes are to be accessioned in the register meant for bound 
journals and are arranged title wise on the shelves.

8. Some Important periodicals to be subscribed for the DIET Libraries :

Name of the Periodicals_______________ Publishers Address

1. Indian Educational Review -

2. Journal of Indian Education
3. Primary Teacher
4. School Science
5. Primary Shikshak (Hindi)
6. Shikshaka Varthe (Kannada)
7. Shikshaka Mithra (Kannada)
8. Science Reporter

The Head,
Publications Division, 
NCERT, NIE Campus, 
Sri Aurobindo Marg, 
New Delhi-110 016.

- do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do-

Principal.DIET, Dharwar.
Principal, DIET, Mysore

Fublications&lnformationDirectorate,(CSIR) 
Dr. K.S.Krishnan Marg, New Delhi-110 012.
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CHAPTER-8

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LIBRARIES

1.Introduction:

The Information technology is the technology, which is used for information 
management, which involves acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval and 
dissemination of information management. Information Technology involves five 
different modern technologies: electronic technology, computer technology, 
communication technology, artificial intelligence technology, human and machine 
interface technology. Of these technologies, two play a dominant role at present: 
Computer and Communication. Hence, the development in the field of 
communication technology and computer technology has led to a variety of 
technologies, called Information Technology.

2. Computer Application in Libraries:

Computers have been used traditionally to replace operations that are labour 
intensive in nature, requiring the systematic storage and manipulation of data. 
These machines can perform routine clerical tasks efficiently, at a very high 
speed, and with out any error. The major areas for computerization of library 
activities are:

• Library house keeping operations and services,
• Information storage, retrieval and dissemination

2.1 House Keeping Operations and services:

The house keeping operations and services of library are the regular routine 
activities considered for computerization. The important house keeping activities 
considered for computerisation are:

• Acquisition of Books
• Classification
• Cataloguing
• Circulation
• Reference Service
• Stock taking and
• Serial Control



2.11 Acquisition of Books:

In manual acquisition system one finds that the library has to maintain 
several papers, files and records. The computerization of the acquisition system 
the maintenance of records, files are avoided, in addition to the routine, clerical 
and repetitive tasks are handled by computers relieving the professional staff for 
qualitative better work in other areas like book selection, better management etc.

2.12 Classification:

Classification of documents involves three distinct major processes. 
A Classificationist usually performs the first two processes of defining a structure 
of categories and determining a basis for the classification, while a classifier 
performs third process of classifying documents into categories. The present 
computer programme performs effectively the second and third process.

2.13 Cataloguing:

The Catalogue of a library is undoubtedly is most important record. A good 
catalogue enables the users and library staff to effectively utilize the library's 
resources.

The cataloguing function requires the professional skills of a cataloguer as 
well as clerical skills such as typing of main cards, duplication of cards, typing of 
headings, sorting of cards and alphabetization, filing, etc. It is a time consuming 
process and it results in building up backlog in the processing section. In an 
integrated automated system, a catalogue entry may be obtained directly from 
Acquisition records. There are number of integrated software packages are 
available for the purpose.

2.14 Circulation:

The basic purpose of circulation is to ensure that the holdings of a library are 
available to those who need it for a reasonable period of time and that users are 
provided an equal ooportunity in the use of library materials. Activities involved in 
circulation control are not technically complicated but are highly labour-intensive 
and time consuming. The computerization of circulation system will ensure 
speedy and accurate recording of loan transactions and helps in maintenance of 
statistics.
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2.15 Reference Service:

At present some of the important reference materials like Encyciopaedias. 
dictionaries, data books, etc are now available in multimedia CD-ROMs. These 
can be used as database for accessing information for answering reference 
queries. Reference section can also use many of the machine-readable 
bibliographic databases for providing retrospective searches.

2.16. Stock-taking:

Stock -taking is an inspection to check what is in the stock in relation to what it 
should be. Although the loss of books is common in all the libraries, it has to be 
done as a statutory obligation and the library staff has to spend a lot of time on it. 
By using the integrated automated software the stocktaking can be cone very 
easily in a very less time, as all the data relating to ail the books are available in 
the computer.

2.17 Serial Control System:

By serial we mean publications issued at regular intervals and intended to be 
continued indefinitely. Serials includes journals, newspapers, annual report, 
advances or progress series, proceedings of learned bodies.etc.

By serial control we mean the establishment of policies, procedures and 
operations for the management of the acquisition function, and generally for 
collection building. Automation of serial control undoubtedly ensures better 
control over these functions especially when the number of serials to be acquired 
is high. Automation enables better control over receipt and follow-up. and timely 
action in renewal.

2.2. Information Storage, Retrieval and dissemination:

The enormous growth in the volume of published of information and the 
increasingly specialized nature of the literature have resulted in serious problems



in accessing information, i.e. retrieving information on a given topic, and to 
become aware of new pieces of information.

The use of computers, to store a large body of bibliographical or other 
information, with the capability to search the databases by subject is an important 
feature. Systems, which permit such access, are called Information Retrieval 
System (IRS).

The software for Information Retrieval System enables the definition of a 
database, entry of data into the database, search of the database by several 
parameters and the production of various information products and services. 
Information Retrieval System for bibliographic applications are generally 
characterized by the fact that they permit very large record size, Boolean search 
capabilities, and flexible output formatting.

Information retrieval systems can be built both for in-house or local use as 
well as for public use.

3.1nformation Technology for Libraries:

The Information technology is playing a dominant role in all walks of human 
life. Some important products of Information technology, which influences the 
very functions and services of library are:

• Internet
• CD-ROMs
• E-mail
• Fax
• Barcode
• Scanner

3.1 Internet:

The term Internet stands for inter network system. It is a global network of 
networks. In other words, it is a network spanning the world and providing an 
unparalleled structure for resource sharing. Sometimes it is referred to as the 
information superhighway.

It was born as ARPANET; the U.S Dept. of Defence, Internet work created to 
simplify the exchange of information between government contracted developers 
and defence researchers.
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3.11 Resources on Net:

Information that is widely available in the net can be broadly categorized as 
follows:

• Electronic journals, electronic discussion form
• Preprints, Technical reports
• Databases
• Patents
• Standards
• Directories of companies, Institutions. Organization
• Library Catalogue
• Online educational materials
• Soft wares
• News etc.

3.2 CD-ROM:

CD-ROM is a state of the art tool for storage, retrieval and dissemination of 
large quantities of machine-readable information. CD-ROM stands for Compact 
Disk Read only Memory.

It is a compact plastic disk, coated with a thin photosensitive metallic layer 
4.72" in diameter with a storage capacity of 600 MB, which is almost equal to 
2,75,000 pages of information.

3.3 Electronic Mail or e-mail:

It is a relatively new concept in human communications. It allows readers to 
send each other information, messages, notes, drawings, software and letters 
immediately without putting them to paper. It is just an electronic post office and 
it is immediate.

Basic requirements for e-mail are a modem, a Computer, communication 
software and telephone line.
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3.4 Modem:

Modem is a device that enables data transmitted between computers, 
generally over telephone lines, but sometimes on fiber-optic cable or radio 
frequencies. It enables one computer to talk to another through translating 
(Modulations) computer binary signals into telephone analogue signals and back 
again (Demodulation).

3.5 Scanner:

As the name suggests, a scanner is device used to read words and pictures 
on a sheet of paper. A Flatbed scanner looks at a whole page of input and record 
and stores the image as a pattern of dots. Once the image is fed in to the 
computer it can be enlarged, reduced or even modified. The hand held scanners 
have to be moved manually across the page,Kwhich requires a steady hand.
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i) In order to bring about a uniformity of GOC rectommended conve rsion rates, library c scount and
standardisation in the terms of supply, the Lit •arians are advise: to deal only with the members of
State and national level book trad e associate ns and federations

") Bocks on approval should be fina lised/returns d within 30 days.The payment for the becks approved
should be made within 60 days of the receipt of the bill. The bill s to be raised by the supplier at the
conversion rate prevailing on the date when the books are final'. selected by the libra*.ans for pur-
chase.

in) Payment ol outstation suppliers should preferably be made thro.. uu bank drafts, alter uuductifiy bank
charges.

iv) The suppliers shall certify on the bills that only the latest editions have been supplied and they 
are not remainder titles.

v) Librarian shail not insist on price certificates if the bills raised by booksellers carry their Income Tax 
Permanent Account Numbers (PAN) and also a declaration that the prices have been correctly 
charged in accordance with the publishers’/importers’/distributors* invoices and publishers' catalogues.

vi) The orders placed by the libraries will be usually valid for six months unless otherwise mutually 
agreed upon by the librarian and the supplier.

vii) All books in English, Hindi and other Regional languages, whether of Indian origin with the exception 
of those covered by the following special categories, will carry a uniform discount of 10% of the 
published prices in respect of Indian or converted into Rupee prices in the case of imported titles.

. : . h.t- ' -.Gi!.i;.'.
a) Central and State Government publications-No. discount.
b) Short/NO discount titles procured from abroad against specific order or Indian Publications. The 

importer or the library supplier is expected to work on a margin of 15% on net landed cost. The invoice 
is to be prepared on the following terms:

Published price minus (-) discount earned plus (+) 15% handling charges plus (+) actual freight, 
clearance, bank and postal charges. Documentary evidence to be submitted by the supplier to 
the library on demand.

c) The discount on remainded titles will be 30% of the published price and should be charged
^zCmthrough separate invoices.

./
Address for correspondence: Hony. Secretary (G.O.C.)

Federation of Publishers & Booksellers Associations in India
4833/24, First Floor, Govind Lane, Ansari Road
Darya Ganj, New Delhi-110002
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Prof. J.L. Sardana 
(President, ILA) 
Chairman

No discount. The bills are valid for 60 days. Supplementary bills shall not be raised if the 
bills are paid in 60 days, except when the subscription rate is changed by the publisher and 
revised rate is paid by the supplier. Such a revised rate shall be paid by the Librarian on 
production of documentary evidence.

Bhupinder Chowdhri
(President, FPBAI) 

Hony. Secretary

'' ''.J»’TV’r I• •'•’ll ‘nif ’.'*U' ij"■ ■* • !•

1.

--- 1 . o

Akhi! Bhartiya Hindi Prakashak Sangh 9. Indian Library Association
2. All India Urdu Publishers & Booksellers Association 10. Jamia Millia Islamia Library
3. Government of India Librarians Association (GILA) 11. Indian Institute of Public Administration
4. Delhi Public Library 12. Indira Gandhi National Open University
5. Delhi State Booksellers & Publishers Association 13. National Medical Library
6. Federation of Educational Publishers in India 14. National Physical Laboratory
7. Federation of Indian Publishers 15. Planning Commission
8. Federation of Publishers & Booksellers 16. Representatives cf Book trade

Associations in India 17. Representatives cf Librarians from States

f jn ;<• ,’F'i
1. Tne Good Offices Committee is a voluntary organisation formed to: (i) establish uniform terms for supply of 

books and journals to libraries, (ii) to ensure a fair working margin to booksellers and (iii) to provide an 
efficient service to the libraries.
The Committee meets at regular intervals and, after taking into consideration the fluctuations in the currency 
rates, decides on the rates of conversion governing sale of bocks, periodicals and journals.

2. GOVT RULETO DISPENSE WITH TENDERS
Tne Ministry of Finance vide their letter no. F. 23 (7). Ell (A)/’33 dated 7.02.1934 have made changes in the 
general financial rules which dispense with the necessity of calling for tenders or quotations in respect of 
purchase cf Books, Perodicals & Journals. Hereafter such items of a library will NOT be treated as an item of 
"Stores" as defined in Rules 99 and 116 of the GFR.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA'S DECISION
Libraries may purchase Books, Periodicals and Journals etc., from reputed and standard 

'book sellers on the prevelant terms and conditions. Tenders need not be called for this
purpose.

Sd/-
(K.L. Mehta)

Under Secretary to the Government cf India
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Summaries

First Summary * 
The 10 Main Classes

000 Generali I ics

100 Philosophy & re lated disciplines

200 Religion

300 Social sciences

100 Language

500 Pure sciences

GOO Technology (Applied sciences)

700 The arls

800 Literature (Belles-Ieltres)

900 General geography & history

* Consult schedules for complete and exact headings



tyrnpf! Fnpipjsirjt *
X J 3 1 IV /Ac «///.>

000 Generalities 500 Pure sciences
UK) Bibliography 510 Mathematics
020 Library Ac information sciences 520 Astronomy Ac allied sciences
030 (icneral encyclopedic works 530 Physics
010 540 Chemistry Ac allied science's
050 (.’eneral serial publications 550 Sciences ol earth Ac other svoilds
000 General organizations & museology 500 Paleontology
070 Journalism, publishing, newspapers 570 1 .ile sciences
0,30 General collections 530 Botanical sciences
090 Manuscripts & hook rarities 590 Zoological sciences
100 Philosophy & related diseiplines GOO Technology (Applied sciences'
110 Metaphysics 010 Medical sciences
120 Epistemology, causation, humankind 020 Engineering A; allied operations
130 Paranormal phenomena Ac arts 030 Agriculture Ac related technologies
110 Specific philosophical viewpoints 040 Home economics Ac family living
150 Psychology 050 Management Ac auxiliary services
160 Logic 000 Chemical Ac related technologies
170 Ethics (Moral philosophy) 070 Manufactures
130 Ancient, medieval, Oriental 030 Manufacture for specific uses
190 Modern Western philosophy 090 Buildings

200 Religion 700 The arts
210 Natural religion 710 Civic Ac landscape art
220 Bible 720 Aichilcclure
230 ' Christian theology 730 Plastic aits Sculpture
210 Christian moral Ac devotional 740 Drawing, decorative Ac minor arts
250 Local church Ac religious orders 750 Painting Ac paintings
200 Social Ac ecclesiastical theology 700 Graphic arts Prints
270 History Ac geography of church 770 Photography Ac photographs
230 Christian denominations Ac seels 730 Music
290 Other Ac comparative religions 790 Beereational Ac performing arts

300 Social sciences 800 Li I c ra 1 u re (B e 11 cs-1 e U res)
310 Statistics 310 American literature in English
320 Political science 320 English Ac Anglo-Saxon literatures
330 Economics 330 Literatures of Germanic languages
340 Law 340 Literatures of Boinancc languages
350 Public administration 350 Italian, Bomaniau, Bhaclo-Bomanic
300 Social problems Ac services 300 Spanish Ac Portuguese literatures
370 Education 370 Italic literatures Latin
330 Commerce (Trade) 330 Hellenic literatures Greek
390 Customs, etiquette, folklore 390 Literatures of other languages

400 Language 900 General geography & history
410 Linguistics 910 (icneral geography Travel
420 English Ac Anglo-Saxon languages 920 General biography Ac genealogy
430 Germanic languages German 930 General history of ancient world
440 Boinancc languages Ercncli 910 General history of Europe
450 Italian, Itomanian, Bhaeto-Bomauic 950 Gencrid history of Asia
400 Spanish Ac Portuguese languages 900 (icneral history of Africa
470 Italic languages Latin 970 (icneral history of North America
430 Hellenic Classical Greek 930 (icneral history of South America
490 Other languages 990 General history of other areas

• Consult schedules for complete and exact headings
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I in.’ i (h/\) >)CCl l(> IIS

Gcneralilies
000 Ccurrnlitics 050 General serial publications
Olli Know ledge 0.51 American
002 1 lie hook 052 (fillers hi P'.iiglish
003 S\ stems 05.3 In other Get manic languages
00 I 05 1 In Piencli, Provencal, Catalan
005 055 In Italian, Bomamaii, Ithaeto Bomamc
006 0.56 In Spaiiv.h .*< Portuguese
007 057 In Slavic languages
003 053 In Scandinavian languages
00!) 05!) In other languages
010 Bibliography 060 General organizations & museology
Oil Bibliogi aphics 061 In Noi tli America
012 Ol individuals 062 In British Isles
013 Ol works by specific classes of writers 063 In central I'.urope
on Of anonymous & pseudonymous works 061 In Prance (3 Monaco
015 Of works from specific places 065 In Italy & adjacent territories
016 Subject bibliographies (3 catalogs 066 In Iberian Peninsula & adjacent islands
017 (General subject catalog,s 067 In easier n Pau ope
013 Aiilboi <!3 dale catalogs 06.3 In oilier areas
01!) Dictionary catalogs 06!) Museology (Museum science)
020 Library (3 information sciences 070 Journalism, publishing, newspapers
021 1 abi ary I elal lonsbips 071 In Not III America
022 Physical plant 072 In Bnlisli Isles
023 Personnel 13 positions 073 In central Pairope
021 071 In Prance (3 Monaco
02.5 1 .ibrary operations 075 In Italy Z3 adjacent territories
026 l.ibiaiies lor specific subjects 076 In Iberian Peninsula & adjacent islands
027 (ielielal libraries 077 In eastern Isurope
02.3 Beading <3 use of information media 07.3 In Scandinaviu
02!) 07!) In other areas
030 General encyclopedic works 0.30 General collections
031 American 031 American
032 Others in P'.iiglish 032 Others in P'.nglisb
033 111 other Gei manic languages 033 In other Gei manic languages
031 In f rench, Provem/al, Catalan 0.31 In P'leneh, Provencal, Catalan
035 In Italian, Bomamaii, BhactoBomanic 035 In Italian, Bomaiiian, Bhaelo-Bomanic
0.36 In Spanish <3 Portuguese 036 In Spanish (3 Portuguese
0.37 In Slavic laug,uag.es 037 In Slavic laug,uag.es
0.33 In Seaiidiuavian languages 033 In .Scandinavian languages
03!) III other languages 0.3!) In other languages
010 <)!)<> Manuscripts 6. hook rarities
Oil 0!) 1 Manuscripts
012 0!)2 Block hooks
013 0!)3 Incunabula
Oil (I'll Pl inted hooks
015 0!)5 Books notable for bindings
016 ()!)(» Notable illustrations (3 materials
017 0!)7 Notable ownership or origin
01.3 0!)3 Works notable for content
01!) 0!)!) Books notable for format
•Consult schedules for complete arifl exact headings
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Dewey Decimal Classification

Philosophy and related disciplines
100 Philosophy ft related diseiplines 150 Psychology
101 Theory of philosophy 151
102 Miscellany of philosophy 152 Physiological psychology
103 Dictionaries of philosophy 153 Intelligence ft intellect
KM 151 Subconscious stales ft processes
105 Serials on philosophy 155 Differential ft genetic psychology
106 Organizations of philosophy I5G ( Comparative psychology
107 Study ft teaching of philosophy 157 Abnoimal ft clinical psychologies
IOS Treatment among groups of persons. 158 Applied psychology
10!) Historical treatment of philosophy 15!) ()lher aspects
110 Metaphysics IG0 Logie
111 Ontology 1GI Induction
112 IG2 Deduction
113 Cosmology 1G3
114 Space 1G4
115 Time IG5 fallacies ft sources of error
11G I ■'.volution 1GG Syllogisms
117 Structure IG7 1lypolheses
118 force ft energy 163 Argument ft persuasion
II!) Number & (pianlity Hi!) Analogy
120 Epistemology, causation, humankind 170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
121 Epistemology 171 Systems ft doctrines
122 (aiusation 172 Political ethics
123 Determinism ft indeterminism 173 Ethics ol family relationships
121 Teleology 174 Professional ft occupational ethics
125 175 Ethics of recreation ft leisuie
12G The self I7G Ethics of sex ft reproduction
127 ’I'he unconscious & the subconscious 177 Ethics of social relations
128 Humankind 178 Ethics ol consumption
12!) Origin ft destiny of individual soids 17!) Other ethical norms
130 Paranormal phenomena ft arts 180 Ancient, medieval. Oriental philosophy
131 Well-being, happiness. Success 181 ()i ieutal
132 182 Pre-Socralic (heck
133 Parapsychology ft occultism 183 Sophistic, Socralic ft related Greek
131 181 Platonic
135 Dreams ft mysteries 185 Aristotelian
13G I8G Skeptic ft Neoplatonic
137 Analytic ft divinatory graphology 187 Epicurean
13S Physiognomy 188 Stoic
13!) Phrenology 18!) Medieval Western
1 10 Specific philosophical viewpoints lilt) Modern Western philosophy
111 Idealism ft related systems ft doctrines 1!) 1 United Stales ft Canada
142 Critical philosophy 1!)2 British Isles
113 lutuitionism ft llcrgsonism 1!)3 Germany ft Austria
144 Humanism ft related systems 1!)4 Erance
115 Sensationalism ft ideology l!)5 Italy
146 Naturalism ft related systems l!)G Spain ft Portugal
117 Pantheism ft related systems 1!)7 Itussia ft Eiuland
IIS Liberalism ft other systems l!)3 Scandinavia
II!) Other systems ft doctrines 1!)!) ()thei gcogiaphical aieas
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Summaries '

Religion
200
201
202
203
201
205
200
207
20.3
20!)
210
211
212
21.3
214
215
210
217
213
21!)
220
221
222
22.3
224
225
220
227
223
22!)
2.30
231
2.32
2.3.3
231
235
230
237
233
23!)
210
211
212
21.3
211
215
210
217
213
21!)

Religion
Philosophy of Christianity 
Miscellany of Christianity 
Dictionaries of Christianity 
Special topics ol general applicability 
Serials on Christianity 
()i gani/.ations ol ( 3ii islianity 
Study & teaching ol Clu islianity 
Clu islianity among groups of persons 
History 6c geography ol (.'In islianity

Natural religion 
Concepts of God 
Nature of God 
Creation 
Theodicy
Science 6c religion 
(mod 6c evil

I luniaiikiud 
Analogy

Bible
()ld Testament
Historical books of Old Testament 
Poetic books of Old Testament 
Prophetic books of Old Testament 
New Testament
(>ospels 6c Acts 
Epistles
Bevelatiou (Apocalypse)
Apoci> pha 6c pseiidepigiaplia

Chiisliau theology 
God
Jesus Christ 6c his family 
I liimankiud
Salvation (Solei iology, 6c glace
Spiritual beings
Eschatology

Creeds 6c coulessions of laitli 
Apologetics 6c polemics

Christian moral 6c devotional theology 
Moral theology 
Devotional literature 
Evangelistic writings for individuals

I lymns without music
Ait in Clu islianity
(.lunch Iiiimshiugs 6c articles
( .'III p.liau expel lelice, piacliee, life
(3iic.Ii.in observances in l.uuily llle

250 Local church 6c religious orders
251 Preaching (Homiletics)
252 Texts of sermons
25.3 Secular clergymen 6c duties
254 Parish government 6c administration
255 Iteligious congregations 6c orders 
250
257
253
25!) Parochial activities
200 Social 6c ecclesiastical theology
2<» 1 Social theology
202 Ecclcsiology
20.3 Times 6c places of religious observance
201 Public worship
205 Other rites, ceremonies, ordinances
206 Missions
207 Associations for religious wor k
203 Iteligious training 6< instruction
20!) Spiritual ieuexval
270 History 6c geography of church
271 Iteligious congregations 6c orders
272 Pei seditions
273 Doctrinal controversies 6c heresies
274 Christian church in Europe
275 Christian church in Asia
270 Christian church in Africa
277 Christian church in North America
273 Christian church in South America
27!) (3iiisti.ni church in other areas
230 Christian dcuotninalious 6c sects
231 Primitive 6c Oriental churches
232 Human Catholic Church
23.3 Anglican churches
231 Protestants of ( .'onlinental origin 
235 Piesbylcrian 6c related churches 
230 Baptist, Disciples, Adventist 
237 Methodist churches
233 Hnitariauism
23!) (31 her denominations 6c sects
2!)0 Ollier 6c comparative religions
2!)1 Comparative religion
2!)2 Classical (Greek 6c Boman) religion
2!)3 Germanic religion
2!)4 Iteligious of Indie origin
2!)5 7.oi oast i iaiiism
2!)0 Judaism
2!)7 Islam 6c religions derived from it 
2! 13
2!)') Olliei leligions
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Social sciences
300
301
302
303
304
305
300
307
30.3
30!)
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
31.3
31!)
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
32!)
330'
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
33!)
340
34 I
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
34!)

Social sciences 
Sociology 
Social interaction 
Social processes 
Helalion of natural factors 
Social stratification 
Culture and institutions 
Communities

Statistics

Statistics of populations

General statistics of Europe 
General statistics of Asia 
General statistics of Africa 
General statistics of North America 
General statistics of South America 
General statistics of other areas

Political science
Kinds of governments and states 
Helalion of state to social groups 
Helalion of stater to its residents 
The political process
International migration 
Slavery 6c emancipation 
International relations 
Legislation

Economics 
Labor economies 
Einancial economics 
Land economics 
Cooperatives
Socialism 6c related systems 
Public finance 
International economics 
Production
Macroeconomics & related topics

Law
International law
Constitutional 6( administrative law 
Miscellaneous public law 
Social law
Criminal law 
Private law
Cavil procedure 6c courts 
Statutes, regulations, cases 
Law of individual states 6c nations

350 Public administration
351 Central governments
352 Local governments
353 U S. federal 6c staler governments
.354 Other central governments
355 Military art 6c science
356 Loot force's 6c warfare
357 Mounted forces 6c warfare
358 Armored, technical, air, space forces 
35!) Sea (Naval) forces 6c warfare
360 Social problems 6c services
361 Social problems 6< welfare
362 Social welfare problems 6c services
363 Other social problems 6c services
364 Criminology
365 Penal institutions
366 Association
367 General clubs
368 Insurance
369 Miscellaneous kinds of associations
370 Education
371 Generalities of education
.372 Elementary education
373 Secondary education
374 Adult education
.375 Curriculums
.376 Education of women
377 Schools 6c religion
.378 Higher educ ation
379 Education 6c the state
.380 Commerce (Trade)
381 Internal commerce
.382 International commerce
.38.3 Postal communication
.384 Other systems of communication
.385 Hailroad transportation
.386 Inland waterway 6c ferry transportation
387 Water, air, space transportation
388 Ground transportation
.38!) Metrology 6c standardization
390 Customs, etiquette, folklore
.391 Costume 6c personal appearance
.392 Customs of life cycle 6c domestic life
393 Death customs
394 General customs
.395 Etiquette (Manners)
396
.397
.398 Eolklorc
.3!,!) Customs of war 6c diplomacy
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Language
•too Language 45(1 Italian, Itoniiiniiin, llhacto-llomanic
■101 Philosophy ft theory 451 Wi itteii ft spoken Italian
•102 Miscellany 452 Italian etymology
•103 Dictionaries ft encyclopedias 453 Italian dictionaries
■101 Special topics ol general applicability 454
105 Serial publications 455 Italian structural system
•100 ()rganizatious 456
•107 Sillily ft teaching 457 Nonstandard Italian
•10,3 Treatment among groups of persons 453 Standard Italian usage
•100 Historical ft geographical treatment 45!) Itomaniau ft Ithaeto-Itomanic
•III) 1 angnislics •Kit) Spanish ft Portuguese languages
■III Notations Kil \Viilten ft spoken Spanish
■112 Etymology 462 Spanish etymology
•113 Polyglot dictionaries 463 Spanish dictionaries
■III Phonology 464
•115 Structural systems (Grammar) •165 Spanish structural system
•110 466
•117 Dialectology ft paleography 467 Nonstandard Spanish
•113 Usage (Applied linguistics) 463 Standard Spanish usage
■110 Verbal language not spoken or written 469 Portuguese
120 English ft Anglo-Saxon languages 470 Italic languages Latin
•121 Written ft spoken English 471 Written ft spoken classical Latin
•122 English etymology 472 (Classical Latin etymology
123 English dictiomures •173 Classical Latin dictionaries

•121 474
125 English structural system 475 Classical Latin structural system
120 476
•127 Nonstandard Isnglish 477 Old, Posldassical, Vulgar Latin
•123 Standard English usage 473 Classical 1 .atm usage
420 Anglo-Saxon (Did English) 479 Ollier Italic languages
•130 Germanic languages German •ISO Hellenic languages Classical (Seek
■III Written ft spoken German •131 Will ten ft spoken classical Gicek
•132 German etymology 432 Classical Creek etymology
133 German diclionai ics 433 Classical Greek dictionaries
•131 434
•135 German structural system 435 Classical Greek structural system
■130 436
•137 Nonstandard German 437 Posldassical Greek
•133 Standard German usage 433 Classical Greek usage
•130 Other Germanic languages 439 Other Hellenic languages
■110 Itomanee languages 1'ieiieh 490 ()lher languages
III Written ft spoken Ereiich 491 East Indo-European ft Celtic
112 Ererieli etymology 492 Alio-Asialic (1 lamito-Semitic)
•II3 Ereiich dictionaries 493 llaimtic ft (.'had languages
III 494 lhal Altaic, Paleosiherian, Dravidian
115 Ereiich xliiicluiul system 495 Sinn-Tibetan ft other
no 496 All lean languages
•117 Nonstandard Ereiich 497 North American native languages
•113 Standard Ereiich usage 493 South American native languages
no Plovenyal ft ( Catalan 4!)9 Other languages

■177
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Pure sciences
500
501
502
503
501
505
50G
507
508
50!)
510
511
512
513
511
515
510
517
518
519

520
521
522
523
521
525
520
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
53-1
535
530
537
538
539
510
511
512
513
511
515
516
517
518
519

Pure .sciences 
Philosophy fir theory 
Miscellany
Dictionaries & encyclopedias

Serial publications 
Organizations 
Study fit teaching 
Travel & surveys
Historical & geographical treatment

Mathematics
Generalities
Algebra
Arithmetic
Topology
Analysis
Geometry

Probabilities fit applied mathematics
Astronomy & allied sciences 

Theoretical astronomy 
Practical & spherical nstronomy 
Descriptive astronomy

Earth (Astronomical geography) 
Mathematical geography 
Gelcstial navigation 
Ephemerides (Nautical almanacs) 
Chronology (Time)

Physics 
Mechanics 
Mechanics of fluids 
Mechanics of gases 
Sound & related vibrations 
Light & paraphotic phenomena 
I leat
Electricity & electronics
Magnetism
Modern physics

Chemistry fir allied sciences 
Physical fir theoretical chemistry 
Laboratories, apparatus, equipment 
Analytical chemistry
Qualitative chemistry 
Quantitative chemistry 
Inorganic chemistry 
Organic chemistry 
Crystallography 
Minei alogy

550 Sciences of eaith fir other worlds
551 Geology, meteorology, hydrology
552 Petrology (Hocks)
553 Economic geology
551 Treatment in Europe
555 Treatment in Asia
550 Treatment in Africa
557 Treatment in North America
558 Treatment in South America
559 Treatment in other areas fir worlds
500 Paleontology
501 Paleobotany
502 Eossil invertebrates
503 Eossil Protozoa fir other simple animals
504 Eossil Mollusea fir molluseoidea
505 Other fossil invertebrates
560 Eossil Chordata
567 Eossil cold-blooded vertebrates
508 Eossil Aves (Eossil birds)
509 Eossil Mammalia
570 Life sciences
571
572 Human races
573 Physical anthropology
574 Biology
575 Organic evolution fir genetics 
570 Microbes
577 General nature of life
578 Microscopy in biology
579 Collection fit preservation of specimens
580 Botanical sciences
581 Botany
582 Spermatophyta
58.3 Dicotyledones
584 Monoeotyledones
585 Gymnospermae
580 Cryptogamia
587 Pteridophyla
583 Bryophyta
589 Thallophyta
590 Zoological sciences
591 Zoology
592 Invertebrates
593 Protozoa fit other simple animals
594 Mollusea fir molluseoidea
595 Other invertebrates
590 Chordata
597 Cold-blooded vertebrates
598 Aves (Birds)
5!)!) Mammalia (Mammals)

47S



'technology (Applied sciences;
600 Icclmnlngy (Applied sciences, 650 Management ft auxiliary services
GUI Philosophy A theory 65 1 ()llicu services
602 Miscellany 652 Written communiculion processes
603 Dictionaries & encyclopedias 65.3 Shorthand
601 (icneral technologies 651
605 Serial publications 655
GOG Oi gani/alinns ft management 656
607 Study ft leaching 657 Accounting
(iOS Inventions ft patents 653 (icneral management
60'J llistoiic.il & geographical treatment 65!) Advertising ft public relations
610 Medical sciences Medicine 660 Chemical ft related technologies
(ill Human anatomy, cytology, tissues 661 Industrial chemicals
612 1 Inman physiology 662 Explosives, fuels, related products
61.3 (.‘eneral ft personal hygiene 663 Beverage technology
(ill Public health ft related topics 661 hood technology
615 Pharmacology ft therapeutics 665 Industrial oils, lilts, waxes, gases
616 1 diseases 666 Ceramic ft allied technologies
617 Surgeiy ft related topics 667 Cleaning, color, other technologies
613 Other blanches ol medicine 66,3 Olhei oigallic products
61!) Expel imental medicine 66!) Metallurgy
620 Engineering ft allied operations 670 Manufactures
621 Applied physics 671 Metal manufactures
622 Mining ft related operations 672 Eerrous metals manufactures
62.3 Military ft nautical engineering 67.3 Nonfcrrous metals manufactures
621 ( jvil engineering 671 1.umber, cork, wood technologies
625 Bailr^ads, roads, highways 675 Leather ft fur technologies
626 676 Pulp ft paper technology
627 1 lydraulie engineering 677 Textiles
623 Samtaiy ft municipal engineering 673 I’.lastomers ft their products
62!) Other blanches ol engineeiing (.7!) Other products of spec die materials
630 Agriculture & related technologies 630 Manufacture for spccilic uses
6.31 Crops ft then production 631 Piccisiou ft other instruments
6.32 Plant injuries, diseases, pests 632 Small forgo work
63.3 I’ield crops 63.3 Hardware ft household appliances
(.31 Orchards, fruits, forestry 631 Etirni.hings ft home workshops
635 Catdcu crops Vegetables 635 1 .eathcr ft lur goods
6.36 Animal husbandry 636 Printing ft related activities
637 Dairy ft related technologies 637 (.lothiug
63S Insect culture 633 Other liual products ft packaging
63!l Noudomestie animals ft plants 63!)
610 Home economies ft iamily living 6!IO Buildings
(ill I’ood ft di mk 6!)l Building materials
612 Meal ft table service 6!) 2 Auxiliaiy consli uction practices
61.3 Housing ft household equipment 6!)3 Construction in specific materials
(ill 1 lousehold utilities (»!)•! Wood construction (Carpentry
615 1-jirnishing ft decorating home 6!)5 Booling
616 Sewing,, clothing, personal living 6!)(i I Itililies
617 Public households 6!)7 Heating, ventilating, air conditioning
(••13 1 lousekeeping 60S 1 )clail finishing
61!) Child le.umg ft care ol sick 6!)!)

77.9
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The ails
700
701
702
703
704
705
70G
707
703
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
7IG
717
713
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
72G
727
723
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
73G
737
733
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
74G
747
743
749

The nrls
Philosophy & theory 
Miscellany
Dictionaries 6c encyclopedias 
Special topics of general applicability 
Serial publications
Organizations & management 
Study & teaching 
Galleries, museums, art collections 
Historical & geographical treatment

Civic 6c landscape art
Area planning (Civic art)
Dmdscape design 
Landscape design of trallicways 
Water features 
Woody plants 
1 lerbaceous plants 
Structures
Landscape design of cemeteries 
Natural landscapes

Architecture
Architectural construction 
Ancient 6c Oriental architecture 
Medieval architecture 
Modern architecture
Public structures
Buildings lor religious purposes
Buildings lor education 6< research
Besidenlial buildings
Design 6c decoration

Plastic arts Sculpture 
Processes & representations 
Nonliterate, ancient. Oriental 
Greek, Etruscan, Boman 
Medieval sculpture 
Modern sculpture 
Garving 6c carvings 
Numismatics 6c sigillography 
Geramic arts
Art metalwork

Drawing, decorative 6c minor urts 
Drawing 6c drawings 
Perspective
Drawing 6< drawings by subject

Decorative 6c minor arts 
Textile arts 6c handicrafts 
Interior decoration 
Glass
Furniture 6c accessories

750 Painting 6c paintings
751 Processes 6c forms
752 Golor
753 Abstractions, symbolism, legend
754 Subjects of everyday life
755 Bcligiou 6c religious symbolism
75G I lislorical events
757 Human figures 6c their parts
753 Other subjects
759 Historical 6c geographical treatment
7G0 Graphic arts Prints
7G1 Belief processes
7G2
7G3 Lithographic processes
7G4 Ghromolithography 6c sciigraphy 
7G5 Metal engraving
7GG Mezzotinting 6c aquatinling processes
7G7 Etching 6c drypoint
7G3
7G9 Prints
770 Photography 6c photographs
771 Apparatus, equipment, materials
772 Metallic salt processes
773 Pigment processes of printing
774 Holography
775
77G
777
773 Specific fields ol photography 
779 Photographs
730 Music
731 General principles
732 Dramatic music
733 Sacred music
734 Voice 6c vocal music
735 Instrumental ensembles 6c their music 
73G Keyboard instruments 6c their music 
737 Siting instruments 6c their music
733 Wind instruments 6c their music 
739 Percussion, mechanical, electrical
790 Bccrcntioiiiil 6c performing arts 
79 I Public pel loi loanees
792 Theater (Stage pi oscillations)
793 Indoor games 6c amusements
794 Indoor games of skill
795 (lames of chance
79G Athletic 6c outdoor sports 6c games
797 Aquatic 6c air sports
793 Kqucsti ian sports 6c animal racing
799 Fishing, hunting, shooting
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I JI nah i re (Belles-lettres)
81(1) 1 .ileialmi* (llcllcs-ldlrcs) 85(1 Ilidiim, Itiimimiim, Itliaeto-ltounmie
HOI PInl'>|>hy Ax 11 h iii y 851 llali.111 poetry
802 Miscellany about literature 852 Italian diama
80.3 Dictionaries Ax encyclopedias 853 Italian lictiou
HOI 851 Italian essays
805 Serial publications 855 Italian speeches
HOG Organizations 85G Italian letters
H07 Study & leaching 857 Italian satire & humor
80S Hheloric Ax collections 858 Italian miscellaneous writings
80!) History, description, critical appiaisal 85!) ltomaniau Ax lthaelo-ltomanic
810 American literature in English SGI) Spanish Ac Portuguese literatures
811 Poetry SGI Spanish poetry
812 Drama 8G2 Spanish drama
813 Eid inn 8G3 Spanish lictiou
HI 1 Essays 8GI Spanish essays
HI 5 Speeches 8G5 Spanish speeches
HIG I .citers 8GG Spanish letters
817 Satire & humor 8G7 Spanish satire Ac humor
818 Miscellaneous writings 8G8 Spanish miscellaneous writings
HI!) 8G!) Portuguese
820 English Ax Anglo-Saxon literatures 870 Italic literatures Eatin
821 English poetry 871 Eatin poetry
822 English drama 872 Eatiu dramatic poetry Ax drama
823 English lictiou 873 Eatin epic poetry & fiction
821 English essays 87-1 I uilin lyric poetry
825 English speeches 875 Eatin speeches
H2G English letters 87G 1 .alin Idlers
827 English sal it e Ax hiiiiior 877 1 .at ill sat lie I11111101
828 English imscell.menus witlings 878 l.atlll IIII-.I ellaueoils Wilting/.
82!) Anglo-Saxon (Old English) 87!) I )lhei Italic languages
830 Eiteratures of Germanic languages 881) Hellenic literatures Greek
831 German poetry 881 (classical (ireek poetry
832 Gei man drama 882 Classical Greek drama
833 (iermaii lictiou 883 Classical Greek epic poetry
831 (ierman essays 88-1 Classical Greek lyric poetry
835 (}ei man speeches 885 Classical Creek speeches
83G (German letters 88G Classical (heck letters
837 ( human satii e 1*8 humor 887 Classical Gicek satire f< humor
838 Geiinau iiiiseellaueoiis wiilings 888 Classical Creek mis( ( llaiicous writings
83!) Otlici Germanic hleiatmes 88!) Modern Greek
810 Eiteratures of Itomauce hmguages 8!)0 Eiteratures of other languages
811 I' lench poeli y 8!) 1 East Indo-European A* Celtic
8 12 1' icnch (llama 8! 12 Afro-Asiatic (1 lamito-Semilic)
8 13 Ereneli lictiou 8!)3 llamitic A< (.'had literatures
811 El euch essays 8!) 1 Dial Altaic, I’aleosiberian, Dravidian
8 15 Eleuch speeches 8!)5 Sino-Tibetan Ax other Asian
HIG Ereneli letleis 8!)G Aliican literatures
817 Ereneli satire & humor 8!)7 North American native literatures
8 IS Ereneli miscellaneous writings 8!)8 South American native literatures
81!) I’l ovem/al Ax Catalan 8!)!) ( )thcr litei atm es
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Dewey Deci mu I Classification

General geography and history and their auxiliaries
900 General geography Ac history 950 General history of Asia
901 Philosophy of general history 951 China Ac adjacent areas
902 Miscellany of general history 952 Japan Ac adjacent islands
903 Dictionaries of general history 953 Arabian Peninsula Ac adjacent areas
901 Collected accounts of events 951 South Asia India
905 Serials on general history 955 Iran (Persia)
90G Organizations of general history 956 Middle East (Near East)
907 Study A teaching of general history 957 Siberia (Asiatic Itussia)
90S 958 (lentral Asia
909 General world history 959 Southeast Asia
910 General geography Travel 960 General history of Africa
911 I listorical geography 961 North Abica
912 Graphic representations of earth 962 Egypt Ac Sudan
913 Geography of ancient world 963 Ethiopia (Abyssinia)
911 Europe 961 Northwest coast Ac ollshore islands
915 Asia 965 Algeria
91C Africa 966 Wes, Abica Ac ollshore islands
917 Noitli America 967 Central Abica Ac ollshore islands
91S South America 968 Southern Africa
919 Other areas 6c worlds 969 South Indian Ocean islands
920 General biography Ac genealogy 970 General history of North Aruericu
921 971 Canada
922 972 Middle America Mexico
923 973 United States
921 974 Northeastern United States
925 975 Southeastern United States
926 976 South central United States
927 977 North eential United Stales
92S 978 Western United Slates
929 Genealogy, names, insignia 979 Great Basin Ac Pacific Slope
930 General history of ancient world 980 General history of South America
931 (.'hina 981 Brazil
932 Egypt 982 Argentina
933 Palestine 983 Chile
931 India 984 Bolivia
935 Mesopotamia Ac Iranian Plateau 985 Peru
936 Northern Ac western Europe 986 Colombia Ac Ecuador
937 Italian peninsula Ac adjacent areas 987 Venezuela
93S Greece 988 Cuianas
939 Other parts of ancient world 989 Paraguay Ac Uruguay
910 General history of Europe 990 General history of other areas
911 British Isles 991
912 England & Wales 992
913 Central Europe Germany 993 New Zealand Ac Melanesia
911 Erancc 991 Australia
915 Italy 995 New (iuiuea (Papua)
916 Iberian Peninsula Spain 996 Other parts of Pacific Polynesia
917 Eastern Europe Soviet Union 997 Atlantic Ocean islands
918 Northern Europe Scandinavia 998 Arctic islands Ac Antarctica
919 (Mher parts ol Europe 999 Eslraleirestiial winIds
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Table 1. Standard Subdivisions
The following notations are never used alone, but may be used as 
required with any number bom the scheilules, e.g., classification 
(—012 in this table) of modern Indie languages (491.4): 491.4012. 
When adding to a number from the schedules, always insert a 
decimal point between the third and fourth digits of the complete 
number.
If at any given number there are subdivisions having a notation 
beginning with 0 for a special purpose, use 001-009 for standard 
subdivisions; if notations beginning with 0 and 00 both have 
special purposes, use 0001-0009 for standard subdivisions.
Unless other instructions are given, class works to which two or 
more standard subdivisions are applicable according to the 
lollowing table ol precedence, e.g., illustrations ol the 
technique of the subject —028 (not—022):

Special topics of general applicability —04
Persons associated with the subject —092
Techniques, procedures, apparatus, equipment,
materials —028
Study and leaching —07

(except —07*1, —076, —077)
Management —068
I'hilo-.ophy ;ind theory —01

(creep/ —014, —016)
The subject as a profession, occupation, hobby —023
Patents and identification marks —027
Commercial miscellany —029
Treatment by specific continents, countries,
localities; extraterrestrial worlds —093-099
Treatment by areas, regions, placers in general —091
Treatment among groups of persons —08
Historical periods —0901-0905
Works for specific types of users —024
Museums, collections, exhibits —074
Heview and exercise —076
Programmed texts —077
Miscellany —02

(creep/ —023, —024, —027, —028, —029)
Organizations —06
l.auguages (Terminology) and communication —014
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances —03
Seiial publications —05
Indexes —916

l



—01
—012

—013 
—on

—014 1

—014 2 
—014 7

—014 8 
—015

Dcircy Decimal ('la\.\i/teahon 

SUMMAItY
—4)1 Philosophy mol theory 
—4)2 Miscellany
—4).'i Dictionaries, encyclopedias, eooeoi(lances 
—01 Special topics of general applicahility
—4)5 Serial publications
—04i Organizations and management
—4)7 Study and leaching
—4)8 History and description of the subject among groups of persons
—(,!) Historical and geograplrical treatment

Philosophy and theory
Classification

Divisions of the discipline or snhjeet and their interrelations

Value

Languages ( 1 ei ininulng)) and rrnninunical inn
4 .'lass subject headings and tlresamnses in inloi mat ion retrieval in 

025 19001- 02.5 1000')

iur i/n Ihiiinin s, ,ve - 01 

Coininnnical inn
/nr iiiinlini',ui\lic iniiiiiiiiniiiilinit, see -O/-/7 

Llynmlngy

Nonlingttisl ic cot mminicul inn
I’antomine, smoke signal .. drumbeats, Hags, lights, other 
devil as t epi i sent mg, total r oik (pis

Abbt cvial ions and symbols 

Scientilie principles

Use ol pure science to analyze and desciihe the snhjeet, to 
support or attack its validity, to cans' out operations in the 
subject

Add to base number —015 the numbers following, 5 in 510 -590, eg ,
mathematical principles —0151

(Jass scientific and statistical method in —072

/or )i\yi linhii'j) a/ /rrrrii r/r/es, we- 0/0

Indexes
tit is optional to class here subject bibliographies and catalogs; 
ptelel Olbj

—016



Table 1. Standard Subdivisions

-018 Methodology
The study of methods, rules, postulates employed by a discipline

-[018 2] Statistical method
Class use in techniques and procedures employed in the subject 
in —028, in research in —072

—[018 3] Data processing
Class use in techniciues and procedures employed in the subject 
in —0285, in research in —072

-[018 4] Operations research
Class in —072

-019 Psychological principles

—02 Miscellany
—020 2 Synopses, outlines, manuals
—020 7 1 lumorotis treatment
—020 8 Audiovisual treatment
-021 Tabulated and related materials
-021 2 Tables, formulas, specifications, statistics
—021 6 Lists, inventories, catalogs of articles

Class catalogs and lists ollering articles for sale in —0204, 
catalogs of collections and exhibits in —074

-021 8 Standards
For spccijiaitiotui, see —0212

—022 Illustrations and models
(.'lass humorous cartoons in —0207; atlases, maps, charts, plans 
depicting specific subjects on surface of earth or of 
extraterrestrial worlds in 912.1001-912.1890

-022 1 Drafting illustrations [formerly G04.26]
—022 2 Pictures, charts, designs
—022 3 Plans and diagrams
-022 8 Scale models

Class mathematical and analogue models in —072

3



—023

—024

- 025

-[026]

—027 
—027 2

►

—027 5 
—027 7 
—027 8 
—028

Deucy Decimal Clasxijication

The .subject as a piofcssion, occupation, hobby
Add "Aims" notation 1-9 bom Table 2 Io base nuniber —023, i'.g., 

the subject us ii piolcssion in Taiglaud —02.3 12

Works for specific types of users
Add "Persons" notation 03-99 bom Table 7 to base iiiiinbci —02-1, 
eg., works for engineers —02102

Diiccloiirs o( prisons mid oigmii/ations

Add "Areas" notation 1-9 lioui t able 2 Io base number —025, e.g., 
direc tories of Ohio —025771
Class directories of products and sei vices otTered for sale in 

0291

Law
(llse of this number is optional; preler 340)
Add "Aieas” notation 1-9 lioui Table 2 Io base number —020, e g., 
law of Auslialia —02091

Patents and identification marks 

Patents

—027 5-027 8 Identification marks 
Class comprehensive woiks in —027 

Tradeinatks and service marks 
Ownership marks

At lists' and craftmen’s marks
Techniques, procedures, apparatus, equipment,
materials

Ways in which the objectives of an art or skill are obtained 
("how-to-do it"); use of necessary tools and materials
Class here statistical method [formerly—0182J, laboratory 
manuals
Class laboratory manuals for study and teaching in —070 

/•'or drafting illuxtrntionx, xce —0221

7
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Table 1. Standard Subdivisions

—028 5 Data processing [formerly also—0183]
('lass here coinprchcnsivo works on data processing as applied to 
the subject
Add to base number —0285 the numbers following 001.G in 
001.61-001.64, c.g., programming —028542
Class data processing in research in —072

► —028 7-028 9 Auxiliary procedures

—028 7
Class comprehensive works in —028 

'festing anti measurement
—028 8 Maintenance anti repair

—028 9

Use this subdivision only with numbers denoting fabrication, 
manufacture, construction, installation, not with numbers 
denoting operation, application, use when these arc different, 
e.g., maintenance ami repair of textile manufacturing machinery 
681.76770288 (not 677.02850288), but of tools 621.900288

Safety measures
—029 Commercial miscellany

—029 4
Including house organs, prospectuses

Price lists anti trade catalogs

i —03

Publications listing or describing products and services offered 
for sale with or without prices
Add "Areas" notation 4-9 from Table 2 to base number —0294
Class catalogs of collections and exhibits in —074, price 
trends for collectors in —075

Dictionaries, encyclopedias, concordances
—032-039 By language

—04

Add "Languages” notation 2-9 from Table 6 to base number —03, 
c.g., German —0331

Special topics of general applicability
Use this subdivision only when it is specifically set forth in the 
schedules. Add other standard subdivisions —01-09 to it and its 
subdivisions as required, e.g., incidence of crime in France
364.0420944



Vcit cy 1 )< < imill Chissijnaliou

—071 2

—071 5

—071 52 
—071 53 
—071 5-1 
—072

—072 01-

—072 2

—072 3

— 072 -I

—073

—071

Secondary schools
A<l(l "Arras" liolalioil I -9 fioui Table 2 Io base lillllihfl —0712, 

eg . seeomlai v schools in legions ol low economic development 
—0712172-1; however, class prisons in - 092

Agencies lor adult education 

Class here continuing education 

Institutes and workshops 

Radio and television classes 

Correspondence courses

Research

Activities and facilities lor conducting iut|iiiiy or investigation 
into a subject in older to discovei or revise lads, theolies, 
applications

Class here statistical method [formerly—0hS2|, data processing 
in research [formerly also—0IK3|, operations research 
[Jot r/rer ly —OIM l|

09 (Geographical treatment

Add "Areas" notation I 9 horn I able 2 to base number -—0720, 
eg., reseaich in England —0720 12; however, class poisons in 
—092

I lislorical research
Including case studies

Descriptive reseaich

Including, suiveys and appiaisals 

Class collet ling, ol objects in 0/5

I'.Xpet illicnl.il II "a it ill

Including models (simulation)

Students, learners, apprentices, novices

Museums, collections, exhibits

Cuidehooks, catalogs, lists regaidless ol whether or no, articles 
are ollered lor sale

■S'

illicnl.il


Table 1. Standard Subdivisions

—074 01-09 Geographical treatment

—075

Class here specific galleries, museums, exhibits
Add to base number —07*10 the numbers following 708 in 
708.1-708.9, e.g., museums and exhibits in Pennsylvania 
—07 101 18; but, if it is desired to give local emphasis and a 
shorter number to museums and exhibits of u specific country, 
place them first by use of a letter or other symbol, c.g., 
museums and exhibits in Japan —0740J (preceding —07401)

Collecting objects
Class here price trends for collectors
(.'lass museums, collections, exhibits in —07*1

—075 09 Historical and geographical treatment
Add to base number —07509 the numbers following —09 in 
—0901-099, e.g., biography of collectors —075092

—076 Review and exercise

—077

Workbooks with problems, questions, answers; tests, testing, test 
construction and evaluation
Including civil service examinations
Class review and exercise involving use of apparatus and physical 
equipment in —078

Programmed texts

—078
Class programming of texts and their use in —07

Use of apparatus and equipment in study and teaching
—079 Competitions and awards

—as
Prizes, scholarships, fellowships, honorary lilies

History mid description of the subject among 
groups of persons

Use of this number for collections discontinued; class in main 
number
(.’lass persons associated with a specific subject in —092

9



Dciccy Decimal (.laxxifiealioii

—088 Treatment among groups of speeilie kinds of persons
Other than racial, ethnic, national
Add "Persons" notation 04 -99 from Table 7 to base number —088, 
eg., the subject among adolescents —088055, among lawyers 
—0883-14
Do not use if redundant, e g., medicine among physicians, Lutheran 
doctrine among Lutherans

—089 Treatment among speeilie raeial, etlmie, national
groups

Add "Itaeial, Llliuic, National (.'roups" notation 01-99 horn Table 5 
to base number — 08!), e.g., the subject among North American 
native races — 08997, among, South American native races —08998, 
among, (,'hinese 08!,!,51, among. Chinese in tlniled Stales —08!,!,51073
II picfciii'd, class Irealmeut among. Noilli American native races in 
North America irt "Areas" notation 701 linm Table 2, among. South 
American native races irt South America in "Areas" notation 801 
Irotti t able 2

(.'lass treatment among speeilie raeial, ethnic, national gioups in 
places where they predominate in —091, —093-0!)!,; treatment among 
groups ol speeilie kinds ol persons of a specific racial, ethnic, 
national g.roup irt —088

—09 Historical and geographical treatment
()l subject and discipline

(.'lass directories ol persons and organizations regardless of lime or 
place in —025; price lists arrd trade catalogs regardless of time or 
place irt —0294; historical and geographical treatment of 
organizations in —06, ol museums, collections, exhibits irt —074

► —090 1-090 5 Historical periods
Not limited geographically 
(.'lass comprehensive works in —0!)

SIJMMAHY

—<»«,(> 1 Io 499 a.i».
—090 2 500-1499
—090 3 Modern period, 1500-
- 090 4 20lh century, 1900- I!,!,!,
— 090 5 21st century, 2000 20!)!)

To 199 a.I).—090 1 
—090 12 To 1000 H.c.



Table 1. Standard Subdivisions

-090 13 3999-1000 D.C.
-090 14 999-1 D.C.
-090 15 1-499
-090 2 500-1499
-090 21 500-1199
-090 22 13lh century, 1200-1299
-090 23 14th century, 1300-1399
-090 24 15th century, 1400-1499
-090 3 Modern period, 1500-

liir 20th century, 1900-1999, see —090-1; 21st century, 
2000 2099. —0905

-090 31 Kith century, 1500-1599
-090 32 17th century, 1600-1699
-090 33 lKlh century, 1700-1799
-090 34 19th century, 1800-1899
-090 4 20th century, 1900-1999
-090 41 1900-1919
-090 42 1920-192$)
-090 43 .1930-1939
-090 44 1940-1949
■090 45 1950-1959
■090 46 1960-1969
■090 47 1970-1979
■090 48 1980-1989
■090 49 1990-1999
■090 5 21st century, 2000-2099

11



—091

—092

—092 2

—092 I

—092 0

Ucu'cy IJcciniiil (.'hixsijicatioii

Treatment by areas, regions, places in general
I lislnry and clescr iption

Add "Aiens" notation 1 liom I able 2 In base number —09, e.g , lint 
subject in Tmiid Zone —0913

(.'lass persons associated with the subject n-gardlcss ol moil, 
region, place in —092; treatment by specific continents, 
countries. localities in —09.3 099; history and description of the 
subject among, groups of specific kinds ol persons in —OSS, among 
specific iai ial. ethnic, national ,poops noudominant in their 
places in OSO

Persons associated with the subject
I )esci iption and critical appiaisal ol woik, biogiapln-, 
aulohiogiaphv, diaiies, reminiscences, coi lespondeiiee ol poisons 
r egai dies-. ol aiea, region, place who aie pail ol the subject or 
who study the subject, eg., ei iminals, victims of crime, 
criminoiogists

II prefer ted, class biography in 920 1- 929 9

Class biogiaphy not clearly related to any specific subject in 
920, belleliistic diaries, reminiscences, coi lespondeiiee in S00, 
treatment ol the subject among, groups of persons in —OS

Observe exceptions to rise of —092 under 180-190, 232 9, 739.22, 
739.23, 739 .3, 739-1, 7-11 5, 715 I. 7 1G.3. 74G.7, 747.2, 7-18.2,
7-18 5, 7 19 2. 7.50. SO9. SHI 990 bis dir.•< led in •'Subdivisions of 
Individual I .ilei at ill es" notation 09 lioin 3 able .3)

( Jollr -ctcd
II pielerred, c lass collided biogiaphy in 92. or 920 without 
subdivision

Individual

II pieleii.-d. i lass iudnidii.il biogiapln ill 9.’ ol II. oi. il
pi elei i ed, i lass n id is H Inal lnogj aplrv "I men in 920 7 I, ol women
in O'.'ll

( .'.ISC IlislDI ics

12
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Table I. Standard Subdivisions

—093-099 Treatment by specific continents, countries, 
localities; extraterrestrial worlds

History and description by place, by specific inslanco of the 
subject
Add "Arens” notation 3-9 from Table 2 to base number —09, c.g., 
the subject in United States —0973, in Brazil —0981, in North 
America —097
Class persons associated with the subject regardless of area, 
region, place in —092; treatment by areas, regions, places not 
limited by continent, country, locality in —091; history and 
description of the subject among groups of specific kinds of 
persons in —088, among specific racial, ethnic, national groups 
nondominaut in their continents, countries, localities in —089

13
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RUL?5707. 7ILIN3 CATALOGUING CARRS

IS: 382- 1952

Again, at the beginning and at the end of the block of entries 
beginning with ‘ St ’ the iollowing cross-reference should be inserted:

For entries beginning with the uncontracted word or other contractions of 
it, see entries beginning with ‘ Saini ’ and also ‘ Sainte ’ and ‘ Ste ’.

So also at the beginning and at the end of the block of entries 
beginning with ‘Stc * the Iollowing reference should be inserted:

For entries beginning with the unconnected word or other contractions of 
it, see entries beginning with ‘ Sainte ’ and also ‘ Saint ’ and { St

3. NUMERALS

3.1 Numerals shall be arranged in a separate sequence according to their 
respective ordinal values.

3.2 Numerals shall precede letters of the alphabet. This is equivalent to 
saying that 9 shall precede A.

Example

1 book 
6 books 
9 books

54 books
Agriculture
Applecart

Note — It is recommended that the method of writing entries ihonld tic io standard
ized that numbers aic always written as 1 lindu-Amhie numerals and not as Roman 
numerals or in words, 't he unhelpful order, to which the writing of numbers in words 
leads, is illustrated by the following example:

eight books
five books
one hundred books
seven books
six books

4. SYMBOLS

4.1 Definition — By 4 Symbols ’ is meant non-alphabctical, non-numeral, 
internationally accepted characters, marks and signs used in particular 
subjects.

4.2 Ordinal Values — Symbols shall precede numerals.

4.3 Mathematical Symbols — These shall be arranged in the order 
given in Appendix A.

5



]1

i IS:3U2-1952
i
] India. Indian Fiscal Conmission
i Report.

] India. jt Auth.
Indo-British treaty 'ey dreat Britain and India.

2.2.3 Abbreviations and cona-awons shall be arranged according to the 
way they are written and not accur.-ing to the words for which they stand.

Examples

1. Saint Andrew 
Saintc-Beuvc, Charier Augustin 
Saint Helena
sn
Sq cm 
St Cyr

J Stc Anne
St George

2. Taper pins
j T Bars, Steel
j Tea Chests
j Teak Scantlings

Tea Powder 
Tech Bull 
Tee Bars 
Tec Bars, Steel

j Tee Slots
Tee Squares

1 Tee Steel
4 Tote
i T Slots

T Squares

• 2.2.4 There shall be cross-rcfe:-ncc index entries from every alternative
form of the entry word to every oner.

4
1 Example

At the beginning as well as it the end of the block of entries beginning 
. with ‘ Saint ’, the following cross-wfei cnee should be inserted:

1 For entries beginning unit cnr.'.radions oj * Saint ’ and ‘ Sainle , see
. entries beginning with ‘ St ’ anc~ Sir ’.

i



2O2 Rules
2O2J_ Presence of space, punctuation marks, accents 
apostrcphies and brackets shall be is:382-1952

1. Powder 
Power
Power, Electric 
Power, Francis Fountain 
Powerful Machine 
Power ( Mechanics )
Power of a lie
Power-operated
Power’s Handbook of Engineers 
Power, Stephen Anderson

2. Electrode Boiler 
Elcctiodc-holdcr 
Electrode, Metal 
Electro-deposits 
Electrode Recepteur 
Electrodes 
Electrode ( Wire )

2.2.2 Differences in the style of writing letters including capital and small 
letters shall be ignored.

Examples

INDEX AND PAKISTAN.
Fiscal Agreement.

India Associated Corporation Ltd.
Report.

India. Banking.
Hubback (J. A.). Indian banking.

INDIA.
Despatch on proposals for constitutional reforms.

India. Ed.
Views of the local government on the recommendations of the 
Indian Statutory Commission.

India. History’.
r t"


